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Sean Kearns, HSU's assistant director of public affairs, is on his way to
Washington, D.C., to do a stint with the National Science Foundation.
Kearns will bring his experiences back to HSU after a one- or two-year
“internship.” Page 5.
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hile concerns rise on
campus about sexual
assault, campus volunteers
work to organize the service
for students. No start date
has been set, but the system
should be in place soon.
Page 3.
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much as $700, but it’s just a hobby

Can the ‘Jacks panes last year’s
dismal performance? Seven returning
players and football standout Rodney
Dickerson might help, but Coach Tom

Woods is unsure about the season, which
starts this weekend with the Red Lion

Tip-Off Tourney. Page 25.
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CAMPUS

a new computer
w Financial Aid goes high-tech with the addition of
system that will increase efficiency. Page 9.
]
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SCIENCE

@ Holiday yo-yo eating (alternate fasting and induiging) isn’t the
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inh Fed up with working for others, these two women bought their

NITE

Low cost one-way fares available.
Eurail passes issued on the spot!
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best way to keep weight down. Page 19.
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Rigatoni with Meat Sauce - $4.50/ Platter

$929

HSU electrician John Euley gets a charge from throwing clay and
giving form to his dreams. Page 21.

Angel Hair Pasta with Clam Sauce - $5.00/ Platter

i
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R A retired HSU professor displays his post-modem brush strokes

in the Reese Bullen Gallery. Page 22.
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CURRENTS

25

SPORTS
@ Cross country men aim for a top-four finish at nationals

|

Saturday in Penneyivania
Page .
25.

1 “Drive those legs down,” shouts the crew coach in the frigid
morning
air on Humboldt Bay. Page 26.
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EprroriAL/ OPINION

women are “fighting for their lives” in the mkist of sexual

HSU

violence
on campus. Page 29.
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guest column titled “Wilson’s myths and excuses” in the

Nov. 11 issue, an editing error made it sound as if the writers

attributed the justifications they wrote about to Gov. Pete Wilson.

The writers, Bill Birmingham and Jennifer Rice, were referring to.

justifications they’ ve heard on campus.
The Lumberjack regrets the error and any confusion it may have
caused.
—The
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m@ HSU President Alistair McCrone
announces plans to start the service for
students walking alone at night.
month’s attem

By Robert Britt
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HSU

President

—

Alistair

McCrone announced Monday

rape, neo-

and
o a sh
On cam
on campus, including “Dead
Women Don’t Do It.”

that an escort service would soon

be provided for students walking the campus at night.

tails on the service, includ-

ing a startup date, are not set.
McCrone said they would be
announced soon.
The announcement, in the
form of a letter to students, fac-

ulty and staff, was made in response to heightened anxiety
over violence and harassment,
McCrone said in an interview

with The Lumberjack.
Students express concern

He said students have stopped

him on campus to express con-

cerns about the Oct. 10attempted
rape on campus. McCrone

stressed that rumors of other

sexual assaults on campus have
not been substantiated.

Eileen Cohune is one student

who confronted McCrone.
Cohune said the university

should provide and pay for an
escort service. Students are here
to go to school, not to be vigilant
in protecting themselves, the
social work junior said.

Letter prompts service

The letter called on McCrone
to ee
the violence and
seek wa

improving

cam

safety, tachudiegs seublabing an
escort service and allowing permit-free parking
on campus after a
M > rone ooo the
ju

t

in

cy was

Sy the
CSU, Co on said.
A spokesperson for the
Women’s Center, who wished
not tobe identified, said the idea
for an escort service has been in

t,
provide some
ably
serfo
aah ks flashli
vice. McCrone has not attended
he oe
oe
expento be very
s going
”
t started, Gamlin
sive bry
said. “If we have a powerful
enough idea, then we'll get
McCrone’s su
."
McCrone’s Tiice condense
the recent attempted rape, the
harassment of others and the
distribution of “hate” literature
as “despicable acts.” He called
for collective action, including
to diverse
heightened sensitivity
groups on campus.
MeCrone din veel HSU’s
“7,000 to 8,000 pairs of eyes and
ears” to be vigilant against potential violence or threats to personal security. He encouraged
use of white campus telephones,
and external telephones identi-

fied by blue lights at night, in
emergencies (UPD can be
reached at 3456).

the works since mid-October but

has run into logistical and financial problems. She said the pro-

More sensitivity needed

In what McCrone called “on-

gram might be ready tostart this
semester, but probably won't
begin until spring. The women’s
center is working with the Uni-

going sensitivity training,” he

and other administrators met
Friday with representatives of
Affirmative Action and minor-

versity Police Department and
Affirmative Action on the
project, she said.
Associated Students member
Derek Gamlin

ity groups to solicit suggestions
for promoting campus unity.
“Many people think there
needs to be more sensitivity to
minority groupson campus,” he
said. “And they’re right.”

has also been

working on the escort service.
The journalism senior said
money is the main roadblock to

Cohune said she met with

McCrone twice in his office and
submitted a letter Friday on behalf of the Altruistic Students

for Healing and Empowering
Society. The letter-called on

McCrone to take action
against
lence on campus. It cited last

HSU’s procedures

for process-

ing discrimination and harassment complaints are being revised, McCrone said.
A draft prepared by the administration is being reviewed
by Affirmative Action. The new
version will streamline the sys-

startup.

After two meetings, organizers are working out a system for

finding potential escorts, who
will be interviewed by a panel.
A background check costing $50
will be run on each applicant,
Gamlin said.
Gamlin said UPD will prob-

tem and “make it more compassionate,” he said.

?

CSU may charge
immigrants tuition
By Brandye Alexander
and Russ Anderson

A Superior Court decision may force the CSU system to
e undocumented immigrant students out-of-state tuition with little hope of getting financial aid.
According to a press release from Gov. Pete Wilson, the
L.A. Superior Court overturned a 1985 decision which re-

quired the CSU system to treat undocumented aliens as US.
citizens.

Coupled with the ruling is Wilson’s veto of an Assembly

bill giving immigrant students the same statusas U.S. citizens
when applying for financial aid. The court’s decision renders

the objective of the bill moot, Wilson's statement said.

Under previously conflicting court decisions, the CSU

rmitted undocumented aliens to pay resident tuition, while

po

said.

a

system charged nonresident tuition, the statement

The bill would require public universities to determine
whether students meet residency requirements for purposes
of determining eligibility for Cal Grants, the statement said.
sg ase ag to move the function of
It said it would
for state aid from the Student Aid
eligibility
determining
institutions.
l
individua
to
on
Commissi
of Women and Citizenship
on
Associati
The American
representing about six
group
umbrella
an
Protection Fund,
case against the CSU
the
initiated
ions,
taxpayer organizat

system, said Colleen Bentley-Adler, spokesperson for the
SU Board of Trustees.

The group felt tax
education of illegal
telephone interview
last month
Te

money should not be used to pay for the
immigrants, Bentley-Adler said in a
from Long Beach. The board appealed
and is awaiting the court’s decision, she

said.

“Atthis point, undocumented students are being treated as
residents,” Bentley-Adler said. “We haven’t heard from the
courts yet.”
Ifthe L.A. court ruling is upheld, immigrant students could
start paying out-of-state fees as earlyas next semester, BentleyAdler said.
“These students have paid taxes, gone to school here all of
their lives, but they are not citizens yet and they'll have to pay
out-of-state tuition,” said Liz Fenton, legislative director for

the California State Student Association. “But an out-of-state

student here for a year can pay in-state fees.”
Attaining citizenship may take as many as six years, Fenton
said, describing the process as a “bureaucratic nightmare.”

Oaxaca experience prompts bilingual tutorial program
@ HSU

students in the

Spanish extension

program travel to
Oaxaca, Mexico, and

s
their experience
share
.
.

with the community.
By Dioscoro R. Recio

LUMBERJACK STAFF
With a little help from Glen La Palm,

Pacific Union Elementary School

student Ramon Garcia stands a better

chance to excel in his studies.
As Ramon intently listens to the
lecture of his science teacher, he leans
over to La Palm for clarification on his
t. Garcia, who has been in
assi
the United States for two years, asks a
question in English and La Palm
translates in
ish.
is to illustrate a
Garcia’s
complete with raw materials,
fuel, by-products, waste and a final
product. The 14-year-old chose to
factory.
design an enchilada
La Palm, an environmental engineerlast
Spanish major, spent
ing and
as a
semester in Oaxaca, Mexico,

representative of HSU’s Spanish

poss ey ks ep

raience

back to

fe sonnet avi So at, Wa endeneces

“The biggest difference is when Glen

came and translated Ramon’s tests in

nish,” said Kevin Lane, Pacific

nion science teacher. “Ramon will

eventually pick up English and when

he does, he won’t be behind in science.”
Lane said with La Palm’s help,

Garcia’s scores soared from the 30

percent range to the 75 percent mark,
which parallels his classmates’ performance.
Last spring, a group

of 30 HSU

.

Mexico to learn
students ventured to
the culture
of
first-hand perspectives
and omens.
eir experience
ur participants to extend
penees
their knowledge
locally.
“From the re. students learned all
about culture shock, so they know what
it’s like to deal with the frustration of
living in a different country,” said

for two years.

izer of the Oaxaca trip. “I am very
ud that my students are sharing
their skills with the community.”
Diez said that while in Oaxaca the
students had to live as Mexicans as
much as possible. This experience

entailed living with families in a rural
area and establishing an extension of
HSU abroad.
“It was an emotional, institutional
and educational relationship,” he said.
“It is not very easy to live as a Mexican

Andres Diez, Spanish pro

and

ROBERT SCHEEFY THE LUMBERJAC«

Spanish tutor Allesa Cox helps eighth grader Ramon Garcia with a photosynthesis

d
in Arcata
assignment. Garcia was born in Guadalajara, Mexico, and has live
in Mexico. They learned to de-center
ethnocentric views, so that groups get
other perspectives of multicultural
education.”

See Tutors, page 6
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Violence leads to escort service
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Communication group travels to Russia to teac
i

@ HSU Psychological Services Director

David McMurray travels to the former
Soviet Union with Internews, an Arcata-

based communication group, totrain
Russian journalists.

with other countries about the

By Rita Molhoek

threat of nuclear war. Ten years
later, the organization has of-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Journalists

from

fices in three countries and has
wonawards for its work in international communication.

the former

Soviet Union have the opportunity tolearn

The first round

the skills of

objective
journalism

cities in June and July were part
of a program designed to teach |
alternatives to state-controlled
television. Approximately 46
students attended, including
journalists working for independenttele vision stationsand journalists who a
left positions at state-controlled stations.
ek
Sony Corp. provided equipPHOTO COURTESY OF ANDREW STERN
ment for the seminars and jourlists in Kharkov In June and
nalist trainees produced a mock
CNN reporter Mark Nollincer, third from left, trained Russian journa
broadcast, covering a range of July as part of the Internews training program. Coordinator Mollie Allen, bottom left, looks on.
issues, including a drug bust in
“They were exceptionally
nist Southern Europe, and is usalso
Kharkov and a bicycle race to Board, David R. McMurray,
competent young ing his money to help develop
determine the Unified Olympic
director of Psychological Serals,” McMurray said.
vices at HSU, attended a confer- independent media, McMurray
Cycling Team.
Dining at the Olympic trainsaid.
One story involved a rumored
ence Oct. 24-26 at the Olympic
ing facility was interesting, with
An additional $3 million was
military takeover of a nuclear
training facility in Novogorsk,
food probably better than what
raised by Internews President
reactor in the Russian city of just outside Moscow.
most Russians eat, he said.
Most
.
Arcata
of
an
David Hoffm
McMurray was named chairKazakhstan.
In 1994 the West will step back
e
privat
from
After the journalists were deman after his fourth year as a of the money was
watch its work in action.
and
s
idual
indiv
nied aninterview, the news team
board member. He said the con- foundations and
ay said the Russians
McMurr
the
rting
concerned with suppo
decided to doa stand-up broadference was held to exchange
clear they don’t want to
it
made
states,
rowth of democratic
cast outside the Ministry buildideas between countries and
of journalwhat type
taught
be
icMurray said.
ee KGB told thejournalists
about other possible assistance.
to set up
how
but
adopt,
to
ism
McMurray didn’t do much
what
they were doing was forInternews wants Russian joures
keeplin
d
temsan
ownsys
their
sightseeing in the three 12-hour
bidden, but the trainees insisted
nalists and station managers to
n
icatio
open.
commun
of
days he spent in Moscow, but he
they had the right to be there
realize goals of acheiving proThe Russian journalists hope
did find time to experience the
duction standards high enough
and asked to see the lawsagainst
changing of the guard at Lenin’s to produce more in-depth jourto enable exchange programs
filming on =
poe. The
nalism like the British-owned
tomb, which he said was “absowith international organizations.
KGBbacked down and the trainBBC, McMurray said.
lutely magical.”
Internews facilitated the coning team, including journalists
n
met
he
people
Russia
The
ference, McMurray said, with
from CNN and the UC Berkeley
were mostly young, excited and
funding from the Soros FoundaSchool of Journalism, were enEditor’s note: Some information
tion. Founder George Soros is a proud of the changes in their
thusiastic about the courage the
taken
from Internews Newsletter,
y,
fallthings
of
fearful
but
countr
billionaire who immigrated to
journalists displayed.
October
1992
said.
he
apart,
ing
the United States from CommuInternews
Chairman of the

and the use

of high-tech
equipment

oe x
to
Internews,

anon-profit

organizaDavid McMurray
tion based
in Arcata.
Internews was formed in 1982

as a means of communicating

inside A.S.
@
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Response to virginity ad

We are opposed to the statements
made by the Arcata First and Trinity

Baptists

of training

seminars held in four Russian

Churches within the adver-

tisement “In Defense of a Little Virginity", in the Nov.4 issue of the
Lumberjack regarding a so-called
"homosexual agenda" because it
strongly dicourages students from
apply ing to or attending this university for fear of discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation, This ts
against Affirmative Action guidelines
at [fumboldt State.
An insitiute of higher learning should
promote an atmosphere of awareness
and acceptance of diverse cultures
and lifestyles. The advertisement
stated dangerous lies regarding
condom use and AIDS education,
Women
implied that sexually active
have lost their "self respect", and
flagrantly discriminated against an
entire segment of the student body by
promoting the absurd idea of a “homosexual agenda." Therefore, we

Gram

feel the Lumberjack should not have

printed it as is, should have had a
larger disclaimer placed on it, or it
should have been printed with equal
rebuttal space.

Make a difference

1
‘

Student representation is needed on
the Affirmative Action committee.

Climbing Pants
Street Pants
Strider Pants
Drifter Pants

Contact the A.S. office.

Sale Priced

Whistles for women

$25 to $30

Lor women who are feceling inse-

cure walking around campus at night,
whistles are available in the .A.S.
office. Call 826-4221.

reg. to $50 (s
; : # ae

Mascot, yes or no

om

The A.S. Council will be discussing
a resolution regarding the changing
of the mascot, the Lumberjack, on
Nov. 23 in the South | ounge.

This advertisement has been funded by the

212

F St., Old

Eureka,

CA

Town

445-8220

Sale F ® Good 11/18 - 11/25/02 « Limited To Stock On Hand
5th & Commercial
Eureka 445-1711
Seven
A Week

A
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been reluctant to

Kearns

director of public affairs, finally

ago,
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Sean Kearns, HSU’s assistant

hashischancetobringscienceto

leave the Arcataarea.Heworked

since he was an HSU student
more than 13 years ago
Kearnshasearnedaspotwith

for five years, putting together
passive sonar operations manuHe then
als for the U.S. Navy.

of his as a technical editor in Eureka
the people— a dream

worked for The Union newspa-

the National ScienceFoundation

'

served
writer. Healsoessentially
editor.
as assistant
to leave,”
“This isa hard

Kearnssaid. “It’sa nice place to
to raise

live, a wonderful

children. That’s what is so nice

mon

Se tee

p
to see a fascinating
tunity
such as Washington, D.C., and
come back. I mean, how many

astronauts would gotothe moon

if ae knew they couldn’t come
public
in Washington, D.C.,asa
back?”
affairs specialist. He got
sition through
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to work somewhere
emp.
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B When hestartsthejobinJanuary, Kearns will probably be assigned to a particular directorate, or scientific field, in the NSF,
in the biological sciences, geosciences, computer-information
systems or elsewhere.
“I’m excited about it because

I'll be essentially helping ad-

vance information about science

and all the applications it can

DAVID KLEINPETEFY THE LUMBERJACK

for public affairs, willbe
Sean Kearns, HSU’s assistant director
responsible for writing news releases and articles for NSF
publications. Kearns got the job through a government
exchange program. Kearns is an HSU graduate.

work to serve society,” he said.
Kearns graduated from HSU
in 1979 with a a
major
and journalism minor. Heislooking forward to the job with the
NSF because
it combines thebest
of both worlds, he said.
“When I was going to school
as a student, this is the kind of
position I envisioned for myself
one day, where I could use my
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Student

Tutors

jailed for
waving gun
———
OTe

© Continued from page 3
Senior Alissa Cox, who also tutors Garcia, has been involved
with the tutoring program for two months and said she got
involved because the children need help. “The school just said
‘here you go, help them,’” she said.
a ‘relationship with the kids,” the
is building
“The best thing
English and Spanish major said. “The more you work with them, the
more they trust you. It is nice to see that trust materialize into a
bilingual friendship and see them integrate with English-speaking
students.”
Cox volunteers five hours per week and works with five students.
Heidi Schaeffer, a Spanish senior, works with younger children and
feels comfortable teaching the first graders basic skills, like the
alphabet and the number system. Meanwhile, Vina Brown tutors
Ramon’s older cousin Valentine at Arcata High School.
patience Ramon is
La Palm said with support, understanding and
on needs to be
said
He
more apt to concentrate on his studies.
potential.
enormous
pushed and motivated, because he has
“Tutoring is very fulfilling and it makes me realize that Mexican
culture in the U.S. is a different reality,” La Palm said. “There are
here who are as lost as I was in Oaxaca. I see the need to
ay
ridge that gap. I am learning too.”

An HSU football player was
arrested early Sunday morning
for waving a gun at a passing
car.
Defensive back James Holland, a junior from Richmond,

was taken into custody by

Arcata police officers at about 5

a.m. near Club West in Eureka,

according
toa press release from
the Arcata Police Department.
At about midnight Saturda
an Arcata woman told the AP
she had just been the victim
that
while driving
brandishing
a
of
Highway
U.S.
on
southbound

“Glen helps me with science and math,” Garcia said. “I like
school. I like to learn English.”

101 near Sunset Avenue.

She told officers that a dark
American-made sedan with two
men in it had pulled to the left of
her and slowed, and that as she
passed on the right, the man in

the

PHOTO COURTESY OF SEAN KEARNS

What’s in a name?
Minerva Williams, left, came up with “Catalyst,” the name

catalog.
ized
on-line
the HSU Library’s computer
for en
chos
Debbie Martin-Quigley, middie,
ore
Office Supervisor
Bookst

presented Williams with a $75 gift certificate from the
Bookstore. Librarian Rena Fowler is on the right.

ger seat pointed agun

at her. The car exited the =.
way at Sunset Avenue.
The
woman drove to APD where
she reported the incident and
gave a good description of the
sedan and a partial license plate
number.
Officers located the vehicle in
the Northtown area of Arcata
and questioned the driver at
about 2:30 a.m. He was immediately released, and officers proed to Eureka where they
located 22-year-old Holland.
Holland was brought back to
Arcata, and a loaded
.380 semiautomatic pistol was recovered
and taken into evidence.
He was taken to Humboldt

County Jail and booked

on a

charge of brandishing a firearm

at an occupant of a motor vehicle.

A bail hearing has not been

set

822-3450
A
“sq'

the

district

0), a>

In addition to carrying parts for your Ford,
Chevy or Dodge... we have a full range of
for your
parts invento
*MAZDA
eTOYOTA
e NISSAN
°¢DAIHATSU * BMW
¢ VOLKSWAGON
¢ JAGUAR ¢ And more!
For the best selection of domestic and
import parts, see us at...
Arcata Paint
Arcata Auto
-Arcata822-1820
Sth & i Streets

-Arcata822-2911

-McKinleyvilie839-1574
2023

because

attorney’s office has notreceived
the report.
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KHSU manager to head Guam’s first public radio station
@ General Manager Parker Van Hecke
learned of the job in a broadcasting trade
magazine and said the Guam station will
accomodate reach 135,000 people.
By Christopher
Gast

be represented as well as
informed and entertained by
the station, e
d to sign on
in January 19 4,
he said.
Van Hecke, who has spent

KHSU’s General Manager
Parker Van Hecke is leaving

20 years in broadcasting, sees
similarities between the

Humboldt County’s airwaves

for the tropical waves of Guam
and the organization of that

situation at HSU and the
pacific island.
“Both places are very diverse

island’s first public radio

station.
Van Hecke’s five-year stint
at the helm of KHSU
will come

and in remote

places on the

planet,” Van

Hecke said. “Both

stations have to be windows to
the rest of the world.”

to an end with the conclusion

of the fall semester, when he
begins the task of putting
together the island’s first
ublic radio station for The

“We (the staff at KHSU)

think very highly of Parker.

He’s a rare young man,” said
Burch Calkins,
70-year-old
volunteer at KHSU.
“He’s a
fine example of a manager. We

uam Educational Radio

Foundation, starting Jan. 10.

The station will serve the
135,000 people on the island
and nearby shipping lanes.
Van Hecke, 44, said starting
from scratch is an
opportunity

will miss him a lot.”
According to Ronald Young,
dean of Arts and Humanities, a
replacement for Van Hecke has
not yet been found, but the

that doesn’t come along often.

During KHSU’s yearly pledge drive, General Manager Parker Van Hecke, right, and Cindy Rohde,

middie, interview Alan Sanborn, an Arcata artist. Rohde is a KHSU volunteer and also hosts the

Asians, native islanders, as

well as Caucasians will need to

ANDY WHITE/ THE LUMBERJACK

See Guam, page 8

“Folkin’ Around” program.

HSU Geology Club presents:
19th Annual
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American Cancer Society encourages

tomorrow | - continued from pase7sive.
smokers to ‘break the habit’
search for one will be exten
of the day, the Substance Abuse ReIn observance
— cource Center will offer the following services:

@ The Great American Smokeout

le who

If you've ever wanted to quit puffing away on cigachance.
rette after cigarette, here’s
an event encouraging
The Great American Smokeout,
smokers to give up tobacco for 24 hours, is tomorrow.

The event is recognized across the nation and is

spon-

sored by the American Cancer Society.
nei as a grassroots effort in 1971Po to
The event began

smoking. Itstartedin Randolph,

Mass., where the town asked all residents to give up
smoking for a day, according to a press release from the

Substance Abuse Resource Center.
In 1974, the editor of the Monticello Times in Minne-

decided somali by the end of the week,” he
d.
“T could live in this area for the rest of my
:
life,” he said.
be the
will
though,
“What I will miss the most,
all
—
family
KHSU
the
spirit of
e Cessation Programs — The Substance Abuse Re- | closeness and
at
time
My
station.
the
that make up
amsthatinclude

source Center has access to these

support groupsand /or medical treatm
eatinent to stop smoking.

—

them quit smoking. “Adopters” provide support
activities to relieve adoptee’s stress. Adoption pa-

as
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Financial aid gets high-tech computer system
@ The Banner computer system will allow

gram produced by Systems In

the financial aid office to deal with

mt software wae i. higher

‘

.

‘

.

omputer Technology, thelargStates.
ucation in the United
many separate systems
The

‘
;
such as this: year’s delayed aid
crisises,
checks,
oo

with greater

track of student informa-

tion” Bastian said. “Presumably,

we could do the same job if we
hadafewhundredmorepeople,
software
The new high-tech
and filing cabinets.”
paper
_
slowly
is
Banner
called
system
syse
the
in
assuming its place

databanksofcomputersoncam-

pus in a large-scale, expensive

—e

to modernize HSU.

f

{i
§

L¥

a
“ay Burgess

inthe

program.

ring of 1989, it purchased

the rights to use a software pro-

State Senator Gary Hart, DSanta Barbara, chairman of the
Senate Education Committee,

described the increase as “sickening,” and said the university
was making a “mistake” in raising chancellors’ salaries.

e increase was proposed in

student fees again
The University of California is

Proposing to increase fees by
next year, the fourth fee

increase in as many years, according to an article in the San
Francisco Chronicle.
University leaders are recommending raising the salaries of
three UC chancellors by 6 to 7

percent.

system,

or Banner. Technically known
asafourth-generation program,
Banner is among the most advanced computer technology

_all use in-

entity fitsintotheoverallscheme.

UC system to raise

database aoe

the old software, it wassocum-

replace

said many students and faculty Thesesystemsare hi hly incomhave difficulty graspingtheidea _ patible with each other.
When HSU purchasedBanner
of how sucha large, non-spatial

SSMetsassagaesessssssii:

into one relational

“Wehad reached the pointon

according to its own

ErSegtteassessgegsseey

integrated

available.

puting and telecommunications,

Campus clips

student aid will soon be fully

tems bein

depenhis fall alone, the system
dent-file
has — itsvaluecompletely,”
Dean of Admissions and _ software,
said
which
Records Robert Hannigan.“This
means
fall would have been whatIcall
each stores
a total disaster ifwehadnothad
the flexibility that Banner pro- its information
vides.”
separately
Kevin Bastian,directorofcom-

“Banner is simply the way we

of adprocesses

SReniet, WigoTtndel recotde dad

efficiency.

keep

John Harrah

to the

central

;

i

order to deal with shortfalls in
this year’s budget, the article
said. The university is also pro—
an additional $1,000
fee
or students studying law, medicine, dentistry, business or vet-

erinary medicine.
The fees could be higher, UC
officials said, depending on the

state budget.
UC officials said they had no
choice but to raise fees due to a
$255 million cut in this year’s
financing from the state,accord-

ing to the article.

bersome it was fragile,” said
Hannigan. Communication between the old systems required
programming bridges, which
increasedcomplexity.“Weknew
we weren't going to get more
staff to do it,” he said.
Theadministrationdecidedto
shop around for an alternative.

e looked at several

pro-

grams. All seemed to fall short
in certain respects,” Bastian said.
“We looked at Banner. It was

of the

moil

ed

fall's “

budget

2staterovalpro

study for the

utility of the
new system.
We

not
gun
age
old

,

“Presumably

could

job (as Banner)
MOFe people,

telecommunications

The Natural Resourcesand Environmental Sciences Career Day
will be held Friday, Dec. 4, by

the Career Development Center.

Organizations have been invited to answer questions about

internships and

permanent em-

ployment as well as provide career advice.
Organizations invited to attend include the California Dertment of Fish and Game, the
.S. Forest Service and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
More information can be obtained through Gretchen Stadler
at the Career Development Cen_ ter at 826-3341.

The Financial

Aid Office is in
the process of
converting to
Banner. Direc-

tor Ka =

director of computing and

said if the

ner Financial

dents would

not have felt a

and Records, using Banner,was

able to extrapolate the effects of
any budget scenario, creating a
_heirarchy of more than 200 polet

the

Bookstore

thing,” she said.
Once in place, Bannerwill con_nect Financial Aid and Admis-

sions and Records into one inte-

grated computer network.

MOONRISE HE
High Quality Bulk
erbs, Spices,
&#: also enutett
eCandles & incense
eNatural Shampoos,

soap & facial care
eBooks, cards & tapes
e Baskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes
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1068 | Street, Arcata

« 822-5296

(between 10th & 11th)
Monday-Saturday 10-6 « Sunday

11-5

— Liz Neely

TRERus,
Mountain Bikes for Every Rider
and Every Type of Riding
JAPANESE

RESTAURANT

2120 4th ST., EUREKA
ENTER FROM 101 OR V STREET

Ban-

gquuau————_—

Aid program
wrung our
were more fully
necks. The
budget decisions were coming _ inplace, thestudents would have
been able to receive more timely
solate,wedidn’thaveanything
aid.
to tell you (about classes). We
“If we had been on Banner, we
were able with Banner to immecould have given the non-state
diately reopen those coursesthe
aid up front, then given state aid
knew.”
instant we
the budgets were set. Stuonce
Admissions
Hannigan said

“Banner

NR career day held

we

said.

paper

“It

the

found out,” he

KEVIN BASTIAN

Hannigan

have

moment

Nad a few hundred

like the one we were trying to _ tentially cancelled classes.

write.”

students

;now instanta-

ifwe

Qnqd filing cabinets.”

would

the

could do the same

have beto manit in the
system,”

said.

rofessors

noel ana let

we

neously,

acase

vided

know, let the

tur-

The

ARCATA
LIFE CYCLE

1593 G Street « Arcata « 822-7755
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Clubs accused of monopolizing alcohol sales at LJ Days
years —have been able to get the
jorityof theirmemberstohelp
at the booths, which Club Coordinator Tina Bennefield said is
the reason for their success.
Bennefield said group size,

™@ Campus clubs and organizations say

their fundraising needs are as significant
as the needs of the current clubs
operating the alcohol booths at
Lumberjack Days.

participation and reputation are
amajor partof what Lumberjack
Days com-

the popularity of beer. Russell
said heisrecommending theclub

mittee mem-

HSU Crew and the Marching
Lumberjacks stand accused of

Days next year.

authorizin

Lumberjack

wish on anyone what I went
through this year. People said,
‘Yeah, I'll be there’ and then
wa be nowhere to be found.”
U Crew and the Marching
Lumberjacks — the groups op-

By Shari Hambleton
LUMBERJACK STAFF

monopolizing

alcohol sales at

Anthropology

Eric Russell,

Days.

Club member

who helped orga-

wine booth, said
nize his group’s
the group was in the red at the
end of the event, in part because
wine could not compete with

- T-SHIRTS

“It’s too much effort for the
return,” hesaid.” AndIwouldn’t

tremendous

Days

people

traditionwhose time

ee (alcohol)

has

amount

owerto

of

Sunny Brae Center ii

booth, they
feel

to
need
raise funds

iS just as
significant

qu —_»«
—

a

the

as
larger groups.

nnefield said it’s not a matfor the
ter of groups ci
three
Only
beer.
chance to sell

an
oups submitted
is year.

Sell
Buy

their

classified

application

But Anthropology
Club members said when they inquired
about selling beer they were told
byVicky Allen,
the previousclub
coordinator, that although the
application process is open to
everyone, groups currently operating the booths had priority
for selection.
By the time she inherited her
new

position

from

Allen,

Bennefield said this year’s selections were already made.
She said the committee is dis-

cussing ways of changing the
=
process to make it more
air.
Bennefield said Lumberjack
Days has become the major fund
raising event for campus clubs
and organizations.
“I hate to say it, but unfortunately alcohol is the main draw

to Lumberjack Days,” she said.
“One te to find out if the

event is really a worthwhile activity is not to serve alcohol at
all,” said Edward “Buzz” Webb,

vice president of Academic Affairs.
“No one was willing to do
that.
“My own feeling is that Lumberjack Days is probably a tradition whose time has passed,”
Webb said.
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EDWARD “BUZZ” WEBB

ve years. She said HSU Crew
club, unlike many other clubs
and organization on campus,
receives no monetary support

:

number of

passed.

roup’s beer booth for the past

the

have

:

as

in
volved
setting up and organizing her

Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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Smith River works for higher profile, tourists
@ The relatively

Simondet said another ot

unknown recreation area

is to

interest vacationers, many of whom only
pass by on the “scenic highway,” U.S.

199, on their way someplace else. He said
locals are aware of the recreational possibilities of the area, but more people could

seeks federal funds for

projects that will attract
visitors.

enjoy the kayaking, hiking, mountainbiking and fishing opportunities of the

By Amy Gittelsohn

area.
“The fishing is incredible up there,” he
said. “In the summer the coastal cut-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The changing emphasis of the Forest

Service brought about the designation of
the Smith River National Recreation Area
in 1990.
Now plannersare trying toattract more
people
to it.

The area comprises the northernmost

340,000 acres of the 958,000-acre Six Rivers National Forest. Along with other
national forests, logging on it was decreasing in order to protect an endangered species.
“We designated the NRA (National
Recreation Area) because of the Smith

River,” said Laurie Chapman, forest planner for Six Rivers. “It’s one of the last

undammed rivers in California. It’s got
outstanding fisheries values and justa lot
of diversity in terms of vegetation.”
Jim Simondet, a fisheries technician for
Six Rivers, said the designation was an
opportunity to demonstrate the Forest
Service's shift to an environmental land-

use
perspective
and
promote
recreation.Chapman said a lot of envi-

ronmental groups, including the Smith
River Alliance and the Sierra Club, asked
for the preservation of the area.
“We developed a management plan in
response to public concerns,” she said.

Part of the

plan is that timber harvest-

ing is limited

to 2 million to 4 million

board feet yearly, allowed in one section
of the recreation area.

Although the area had its proponents,
it is relatively unknown.

throat trout fishing is fabulous and nobody takes advantage of it.”

To attract more

people, 31 federally

funded projects will be proposed by a
planning team for the recreation area.
They include new mountain-biking,
equestrian and walking trails, informational signs and campground improve-

ments.
Costs range from $25,000 to develop a
plan for interpreting the area’s historic
and natural assets for visitors to a $2
million plan to consolidate the five administrative facilities on the ranger’scompound and restore structures built in the

1930's.
The reduction of income from logging
and timber sales in the Six Rivers forest
might be another reason for the establishment of the recreation area and subsequent proposals.
he Six Rivers forest system, which
historically has yielded 175 million board
feet of timber per year, last year produced 15 million board feet. Chapman
said Congress allocates money to the
agency based on timber revenues. She
said the budget this year is $16 million,
down from $20 million a few years ago.
Simondet said the proposals for the
recreation area might help make up for
that loss.
“Since they don’t have that funding,
they receive it from Washington, D.C.,
instead, ... doing things like building all
these projects and proposals for recreuaneksans,” he said.

L

“If people are going to exist in the
Forest Service program . .. people who
have been working in the timber program and the engineering programs . . .

they’re going to have to do something,”
he said. “So if it’s going toward recreation, they’re going to have to find something else to do to stay on.”
Chapman said the proposals wouldn’t
save jobs by making up for lost timber
revenue. She said within the Six Rivers
system 38 jobs were “unfunded” this year,
meaning the employees filling those positions were given the option of retiring,

Vehicle use on Samoa dunes debated
By Teri Carnicelli

OHV users south of the Power

The Humboldt County Planning Commission held a second public hearing last night

of Eureka ah
“I believe the only way to protect the plant populations is to

Pole Site in the foredune area
down to and including the City

to allow citizens to air concerns
over the future of the Samoa
dunes.
Representatives from environmental groups such as the
North Coast chapter of the
California Native Plant Society and the Humboldt Bay
Mycological Society, joined

bay residents in supnumerous
3 of the Beach
Alternate
of
port
Plan.
Management
and Dunes
over
up
The plan was drawn
a two-and-a-half year period
by a beach and dune advisory
committee. It offered options
from limiting of off-highway

vehicle (OHV) use on the dunes

to greater expansion of the area
available to OHV users.
Alternate 3 would provide
on of natural areas and
designate a specific area for

ne

eee

et

sieidecndiied

.

limit off-road vehicle use to one
manageable area,” amateur mycologist Joann Olson said.

Access exceptions would in-

clude emergency searchand res-

cue vehicles and those of commercial beach fishermen.

The alternate would also pro-

vide for pedestrian accessway
improvements

and

enhance-

ment and restoration projects.

However, a significant num-

ber of those present also cup
ported Alternate 5,which would
open a proposed OHV riding
area in addition to the existing
Samoa dunes recreation area at
the north jetty.
Many of those in favor of Alternate 5 were members of OHV
groups such as the Far West Motorcycle Club and the North
Coast ATV Club, as well as pri-

vate OHV users.
They said that thereis plenty
of beach for everyone, and that
to restrict them to one compact area will only cause more
problems.
“There is good and bad on
both sides; working together
is the only answer,”
said
resident Donna Setterlund, an
active OHV-user.
Commissioner
Thomas
Conton said the commission
would discuss at its Dec. 17
hearing the two primary issues that were addressed last
night — namely, Alternate 3

as opposed to Alternate 5.

He said they would also be

discussing economic impacts
and law enforcement issues.
Commissioner
Jim Sorensen

said the commission will give

its final recommendation tothe
Board of Supervisors on or after the Dec. 17 meeting.

The Board of Supervisors
will have the final say on what
becomes of the dunes.

finding other jobs or in some cases transferring to the supervisor's office in Eureka.
Other employees affected by the designation of recreation areas are millworkers
from companies that have traditionally
obtained timber from federal lands.
Rich Graham, sales manager for
Schmidbauer Lumber Inc. in Eureka, said
the designation of such a large area and
the money being spent on it is “frustrating.”
“We pay our taxes,” he said. “Youcan’t
recreate on all of it.”

Organization attempts
mediation of timber war
By Beau Redstone
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Forest Trust, an organization
that focuses on timber-dependent rural communities, began
work in Humboldt County in an
attempt to mediate between environmentalists and the timber
industry.
Deforestation and sustained
yield timber harvesting are the
target issues.
Sungnome Madrone of the
Redwood Community Action
Agency said current methods
for enforcing timber harvest
standards are not working. He

said that the imposition of legislation is neither feasible nor
workable.
“It’s cheaper to hire a lawyer

(to fight legislation in court) than
it is to comply with the legislation,” Madrone said. “The
cheapest way to get something
done is to provide a tax incentive.”
Madrone referred to a plan to

offer the timber industry tax incentives to comply with legislation.

He believes if the government
offers tax incentives, timber companies will be more inclined to
develop and follow environmentally sound harvest practices in order to save money.
Madrone said that as a basic
rule of economics, tax incentives
are much cheaper and more feasible than imposing legislation.
“If we can find the middle

ground, we'll have sustained

work,” Madrone said. He also
said the tax incentive program
could stimulate jobs as well as

improve the quality of the North
Coast's forests.

“They (the timber industry)

need an economic reason to do
something,” Madrone said.

Though Forest Trust is still in

its initial stages in Humboldt
County, the organization hopes
to developanincentive program
with the North Coast timber industry within two years.
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Open at last!
The first fall storms may be history
now, but in their wake they've left enough
snow for Mount Bachelor to crank up
some of its lifts in plenty of time for
Thanksgiving.
Bachelor reAs of 3 p.m. yesterday,
a 15 to 21 inch base, with a few
ported
inches of fresh snow, served by five lifts.
was 33 degrees at West
The temperature

Although it doesn't quite look like the
photo to the right (which was taken midwinter), there are 24 runs open, along
trails,
try s
ter
of cross-coun
with24 kilome
skiing
the
storms
more
some
and with
during Thanksgiving should be good
for early season.

signing skiers
ities
Center Activwillbe
up until tomorrow for its Thanksgiving

trip to Bachelor.
Coupled

with tight economic

times

and skiing’s inherent expense, the trip's
$239 price tag for four days and nights
including transportation ($189 without),

| Is a veritable bargain for HSU students

and staff. (The trip is open to the general
public for an additional $10.)

FILE PHOTO: COURTESY OF ‘MT. BACHELOR

§ SKIAANO SUMMER RESORT

Hit the mountain with affordable holiday ski rentals
By Fernando M. Aguirre
LUMBERJACK STAFF

If you're thrilled by the powerful feeling that comes from
swishing and gliding down
snow-covered slopes — are
you'll be skiing this winter.
Thanksgiving break is upon
us, and skiing enthusiasts will
be heading for the white-capped

mountains.
But before you get started it
might help to know where to
get the best ski rentals in the

area.

The Lumberjack surveyed
sporting goods stores in the area

and found three places that rent
skiing equipment.
You don’t even need to go
very far to get the best deal: it’s
at Center Activities.
Center Activities offers a fiveday Thanksgiving special,
Wednesday, Nov. 25, through
Sunday, Nov. 29, for $37 plus
tax. The rental includes skis,
boots and poles. The equipment

must be picked up at The New
Outdoor Store at 876 G St. in
Arcata. If you wish, youcan pick
up the equ amen Tuesday afternoon and return it Monday

morning.
The regular cost for weekend
rates is $45 plus tax. Once again,
you can pick up the ee
Friday afternoon and drop it off
Monday morning. A one-day
rental is$14 and a two dayrental

$22.

If you decide to rent directly

from The New Outdoor Store,

the skis, boots and poles will
cost you $14.95 for one day,
$23.95 for two days and $29.95
for three days. The store has just
received 20 pairs of new ski boots
for rental.
If you need skis, boots or poles,
you can rent them individually.
The skis are $10 a day, the boots
$7 and the poles $1.50.
The other place that rents skiing equipment is the Pro Sports
Center,508 Myrtle Ave., Eureka.

The skiing package will cost you
$14.95 for one day, $23.95 for
two and $29.95 for three days.
The New Outdoor Store and
the ProSports Center don’t have
viaiiionil specials.

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

Just a friendly reminder...
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LEMPRIERE’S DICTIONARY, by
Lawrence Norfolk, $22, The Spirts
of Umberto Eco and Thomas
Pynchon cojoined and caused the
author to compose this monster
historical, conspiratorial novel. A
sure bet for dark winter nights
ahead.
THE SECRET HISTORY, by
ne
6 students
a
onrnas

pon ‘Vermont college commit a
a Dionysian

cone,
them to act
again. A deft weave of character
oto
town - a surprise bestseller.

THE ART OF THE MAASAI,by
Gilles Turle, $50, This
is not only
a picture book of ceremonial
artifacts only recently introduced
to the West; it is also a deep

mr

THE NEW BEADWORK, by Moss
‘& Scherer, $24.95. Beadwork, the
last traditional
craft to be
discovered
by fine artists, has
wos
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Open Thanksgiving Day
12 to 6:30p.m.

Study ranks Simpson, L-P among
top 100 environmental polluters
@ A Simpson spokesperson says the
report distorted perspectives of

of chemicals that they re-

lease,”

emission release.
data in the 1990 Toxic Release

By David Courtland
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Simpson

Paper Co. and

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. rank
among the top 100 polluters
nationally in total toxic emissions, according to a study
released in August by the
watchdog organization Citizens Action.
Simpson’s Fairhaven pulp
mill and L-P’s Samoa pul
mill ranked 91st and $3rd,
respectively, in the survey of
100 corporations.
The study was based on

Wednesday, Nov. 18,1992

Inventory, a report summarizing information corporations
are required to supply to the

EPA.
Simpsonspokesperson Ryan

Hamilton said the company
wasn’t happy about being listed
in the report because it didn’t
put emission releases in perspective.
Hesaid because of this,a false
impression that the company
was exceeding its limit of toxic

releases was created.

“All corporations are required to report certain types

Hamilton

said.

“There’s no measure of toxicity, so there’s no measure
of ate violation.”
amilton said discharges
of methanol were the primary reason for Simpson’s
inclusion on the list.
Simpson filed an Environmental Impact Report Nov.
13 outlining a process it believes will “practically
eliminate”methanol discharges.

“It would

down

take us way

the list,” Hamilton

said. “As soon as that (the

EIR) is approved, we can
begin the process.”
AnL-P spokesperson was
unavailable for comment.

Discover what's |\
new at Kinko's.
If trying to find a scanner
when you need one is

putting a drag on your
plans fora class project,

Thanksgiving
Special
Two Days
For The Price Of One

Early Bird Bonus
Exchange rentals for another movie or
game Thanksgiving Day

$1.00 each
Rent on Wednesday
November 25 & return by Sp.m.
Friday Nov. 27

Sorry no coupons accepted!

Video Wizard
822-7305 ¢ 441-1268

come into Kinko's.

J You can have your original
scanned while you wait!

scanning

$5.00 per page onto
your disk.
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Open 7 Days
822-8712
16th & G St. - Arcata

445-3334
5th & V St. - Eureka

patagonia
CAPILENE® UNDERWEAR

Quick Project Ideas
For The Holidays

MISMUEL ECC
Gifts
OPEN
32
27

4

eles

Scat happens. Skiers, sailors, paddlers, fishermen and
climbers are all the same when you get down to it. Capilene®
Underwear, available in four weights, is uniquely effective at
© wicking moisture from the skin and dispersing it.
You sweat, it works.

1563 G Street » Northtown Arcata » 826-0851

DAILY
2
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)
Ax

nr

won,

© Patagonia, Inc. 1990 Photo: NEWTON MORGAN

Do you want to write
for The Lumberjack?
It’s easy! Sign up for
Beginning Reporting
(JIN 120) this Spring

and be on the staff
next fall.
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So, you're too old to “trick or
treat” for UNICEF?

The

I

umd

;

rjack

Community |
clips

At the HSU Bookstore... today... For
the World's children tomorrow!
Also available at: Northtown Books + Northtown Art Supply * Plaza Design

The Home Federal Bank
was robbed Monday at
around 1 p.m. by a man who

Children should be taught to
stay away from unfamiliar ani-

department as a white male

reported to local animal control
services or the Health Depart-

Proposed revisions to the
Housing Element of the

ment.
More information about rabiesis available from the Health

county’s General Plan will be
the topic of the tomorrow's

Arcata hospice tree
to be lit next month

ning Commission.
The Housing Element identifies housing need$ in the
unincorporated areas of the

meeting of the’ County Plan-

Department at 445-6215.

county and directs the imple-

To commemorate National
Hospice Month, Arcata’s City
Hall will take part in the Light
Up a Life project.
For a $10 donation, a bulb in

mentation of programs to address them.
The meeting, to be held at

memory of a loved one will be

7:30 p.m. in the Board of
Supervisor’s Chambers in
Eureka, is open
to the public.

ceremony Dec. 3 at 7 p.m.

public comment, which will
be considered prior to amending the Housing Element.

honor-of someone special or in

1991, more

than 60 rabid animals have
been found in the area from
Fairhaven to Fieldbrook, in-

Time will

placed on the Hospice Tree of
Light.
e tree will be lit in a special

cluding a bat in Arcata last
month.
The disease can be trans‘mitted from animal to animal
~ int
ty ge

Meeting focuses
on housing issues

mals.
If contact is made, it should be

about 6 feet tall with a scar on
his left cheek and a mustache,

warning effective

ARCATA

seven years.
Former patients who want
to keep their old charts can
pick them up prior to Dec. 1,
when the unused charts will
begin to be destroyed.
More information is available from the Medical Records
Department of the Humboldt
Open Door Clinicat 826-8610.

come into contact with humans.

appeared to be armed.
he suspect, described in a
press release from the police

Northcoast rabies

7 DAYS A WEEK
707-822-7732

not been seen for more than

as cows, sheep and horses
should be vaccinated if they

left the bank with an undisclosed amount of money.
Although no weapon was
seen, the suspect acted like he
had a weapon in his clothing,
the statement said.
Information leading to the
possible identification of the
suspect can be relayed to the
Arcata Police Department.

808 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA,

The Humboldt Open Door
Clinic will dispose of medical
charts of patients who have

rector of environmental health,
in the press release.
Healsosaid farmanimals such

Local bank robbed

Since August

to a press re-

saliva, according

Department of
lease from the
Public Health.
“The single most important
ct your
an
do to prote
thing youc
all
have
to
is
pets
family and
,”
nated
vacci
domestic animals
said Harry Nethery, acting di-

ht
for UNICEFs
Not to worry! Youtejustrig

Holiday Cards!

Open Door Clinic
to destroy records

or from animal to human
through a bite or contact with

More information isavailable
at 445-8443.

be allotted

Compiled by Jeanette Good
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Better than FREE
LIGHT BULBS*

at

H1O

Set up your
system & get
to work!
Solid alder
desk & hutch
are ready
to finish &
assemble to
suit your style

Desk $160
Hutch $80

for

Osram
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Compact

Flourescent

Located conveniently in Bayshore Mall Food Court
Natural Veggie
Burrito. ?

Med. Drink

beans, rice, lettuce, chesse, salsa,

sunflower seeds and sour cream
wrapped in a whole wheat tortilla

$59
TaCcTIMe® otter valid with coupon only. Expires 12-91-62.
3300 Broadway, Bayshore Maile 441-1080
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Birth control services
tiption birth control supplies
saw oe

If it doesn’t start ie
soon, Arcata residents may
find themselves in Stage III of the area’s water contingency
plan — water rationing.
Because of the seven-year drought, rainfall is at 50 percent
of normal for this time of year, said Dave Tomalak, meteorologist for the National
Weather

QE,

Ru

tial AIDS/HIV testing

e Low cost

he

Clinic Services: 442-5700
Ave.,
WS 2316 Harrison
Education: 445-2018
~ Fri. 8330-5
Mon,
N__ kee
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6018
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Service.

Lack of rain has reduced Ruth
Lake to 47 percent of its capac-

ity.

Ruth Lake is the reservoir supplying Arcata and other

of Humboldt County.

i

_

If the water level drops to 40 percent of its capacity the
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District ,which operates and

;
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sells water from the lake to cities, will enact the water ration-
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The ai
district already recommended cities enact Stage Il,
urging customers to voluntarily restrict water use.
Arcata responded by mailing information about the drought

1

4

oe

i ee sl ies

and conservation to residents.
Stage III would be implemented by the water district,
requiring cities and customers to reduce water use by 10 to 15
percent. How cities implement the reductions may vary and

does not necessarily mean a 10 to 15 percent reduction for
every resident.

Arthur Bolli, the general manager of the water district, said
the storm in late October helped, but “unfortunately that rain
pattern sto©

ape 7m

He saidif the current dry pattern continues until December
the water rationing will probably need to be implemented.
He said one big storm could change the situation quickly,
pulling residents “away from the brink" of water rationing

again.
That may be the case. Tomalak said they are expecting
another storm this weekend.
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¢ Counseling for men-women-children
e Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
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“JUST

78S 18th Stree
OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
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Come in and sample a local Holiday favorite
at the

HUMBOLDT BREWERY
Check out the view from our new dining room addition of the Humboidt

Brewery's new 15,000 BBL. brewing facility as it nears compietion!!
...Continuing to bring you the Greatest in Atmosphere, Food, Ales,
and Entertainment.

FEATURING MUSIC EVERY THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER

19TH &11 Local singe

JAMIE BYRD

Our

sincerest.

safe

and

wishes

to aff of you for a

wondertul

een” Seow

20TH 9:30-12:30
The DICK KOENIG JAZZ TRIO

21ST 9:30-12:30 The bive gress music of WILD OATS

Den = Fa, Fam.7pm. | See, 9am.—

5pm.

27TH 9:90-12:30 High impact blues of STONE CRAZY
26TH 9:30-12:30 DOUG VANDERPOOL
1 rie suuas 900
856 1OTHST ARCATA

826-BRIW
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RESTAURANT
FOR CASUAL DINING....OR |

TAKE QUT, PHONE 822-6105
Mam to (OPM DAILY

KATRINA RAMSEFY SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

Sister city

AT NWOON
SO
SAC-OFEW

university
Visitors from Eureka’s sister city, Kamisu, get an idea of what lifeat an American
City
Sister
u
-Kamis
Eureka
the
by
is like. The cultural and educational exchange, organized
Tokyo.
Organization, brought people to the North Coast from 60 miles northeast of

76\ 8TH STREET-BRCATA,
ow THE PLAZA

additional parking on 7th St.
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North Coast magazine finds new life
@ Fed up with being told what to do, two
enterprising women decided to take
matters into their own hands and save a
local publication in the process.
By Daniel M. Cowan
(UMBERJACK
STAFF ——SC;7;7;73 7; CSF

adsand astrong advertising base

After years of working in a

With distribution of 23,000
copies at more than 800 locations in Humboldt County, the
free publication relies on advertisement sales for income.
Fernandez, art director and
production manager of the Journal, worked with Hodgson at
The Union in Arcata when The
North Coast Journal was for sale.
“We enjoyed working together at The Union and found
ourselves in that situation where
the paper was for sale,”
Fernandez said. “At first we said
‘no.’ Then we said, ‘We have to
go for it.’ The opportunity was
too exciting to turn down.”
“We're trying to bring information to the public in the best
way possible, and in a way that

supervised environment, two

women decided they could suc-

ceed by running their own business, The North Coast Journal.
The Journal was purchased by

Judy Hodgson

and Carolyn

Fernandez in June of 1990.

Hodgson’s

decision to pur-

chase the business “came out of
frustration of working for people
who I thought were really making major mistakes, not changing with the times.
“There was a time when
womens’ opinions were overlooked. I was frustrated and mad,
and I didn’t want to work for
anyone again,” she said.
Hodgson, editor and publisher
of the monthly magazine,
wanted the publication to havea
regional base. She said the cover
story could be anything from pop
culture to hard news, and she
wanted something different than
what she saw in other parts of
the country.
“It’s one thing to read about a

national health care trend, but if
you read about what is happening locally in that health care
issue, it means

more

to the

people; that’s what people care
about . . . local stuff,” she said.

Hodgson believes local edito-

rial content, high quality print

are important to the Journal’s
success.

will

excite

people,

practical knowledge in various

areas of business and journalism, they knew what the maga-

zine needed to be successful.
graduated

s

too,”

Fernandez said.
Both Hodgson and Fernandez
feel fortunate they ended up as
partners, but “it’s not a female
thing,” Hodgeson said. “I just
ended up with a female partner.”
Hodgson said because both
had strong backgrounds and

Hodgson

bead

Waren

from

Humboldt State University with

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/ THE LUMBERJACK

Although The North Coast Journal seems to be doing well,
owners Carolyn Fernandez, front, and Judy Hodgeson are
uncertain about

its future.

a degree in journalism, news/

editorial emphasis, and a minor
in economics. Fernandez received a degree from San Diego
State University in art, graphic

communications emphasis.

The future of The North Coast
Journal is not certain, Hodgson
said. She thinks advertising revenue in the next five years will

determine what will happen.
“So far, for two-and-a-half
years, it has worked because of
our high quality print and image advertising,” said Hodgson.

“But

there has been aslow-down

recently. Since this summer, a

lot of retailers have been cautious as a result of the local
economy.”
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Food for Thought

DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS |

.

At the November Board
meeting
for Lumberjack Enterprises (LJE is the organt-

zation responsible for providing food service on the

campus, the decision was
made to keep the Loft open
until at least March of next
year. Management was also
directed to continue to find
new ways to see that the Loft
meets the needs of the cam-

822-5105

pus. lam very pleased that

t
a
p
RAO:
Buy

Loams

° Sell

¢ Trade

on anything
value.

and
Ornament Sale
Nov, 20-22

weird

of

Bl =wabs-sa6-8532"
Drunken driving
is dumb.
Don't do it.

this decision was made.
Meeting the varied needs of

the campus, however, presents achallenge fora small
space that can really only
serve the needs ofa fewata
time.
A survey about the Loft
will be distributed next week
which should help us make
the Loft what is most needed
by the campus, lL encourage
those of you who receive a
survey this next week to take
the time to fill it out. Ifyou
do not receive the survey
and would like to have a say,

please fill out a comment
card found at any of the dining service locations.
David Galbraith
Director Dining Services
Paid Advertisment
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Clinton’s nation:

Democrats may change
state’s economic future
Inarecession, the businesses that

By Harry Kassakhian

have been around longer get the

Voters chose Bill Clinton to

heal an anemic economy. How

loans.
But with the new direction in
the White House, there are fears,

not just hopes, in
Humboldt County.
“The last time we
- had a Democratic ad-

will the results trickle
down to the North
Coast?

Jay Turner, execu-

ministration we saw

tive
director
of
Eureka’s
Main
Street,said,“We are

a lot of inflation,”
Turner said. “I hear a
lot
of small businesses

poised to take advan-

worry about (poten-

tage of the changes in
administrations.”
Main Street is a state

programtoinvigorate

tial) inflation.”

75¢
@ $1.25
@ $1.75
$1.50

75¢ off food items

¥

‘

Open 6

(closed

ts a week

ndays)

_ Kitchen Serving un 11p.m.
All ages welcome

said
Humboldt
County has two problems: both California
and the county are in a major
recession.

Jay Turner

small- and mediumsized businesses in downtown
areas.

Draft Beer ¢
Domestic Beer
Imported Beer
ell Drinks ¢

He

“It (the Democratic victory)

might free up new money,”

Turner said. “We'll be working

very closely with the city of Eu-

reka for monitoring which
projects deserve applications for
new money.”

Turner said the Small Busi-

ness Administration has been
very cautious in assistance.

“It isn’t so much the percent-

age (interest rates) of the loans,
it’s who qualifies for loans and

who doesn’t,” Turner said of
federal assistance to small businesses in Humboldt County.

The director said the problem
is businesses that are already
stable have the best access to
both private and public money.

“California was very smug

that it was immune from any
cyclicchanges,” Turner said, but
the recession has disproved that
assumption. He also said the
county suffers from a downturn

for fishing and timber in the Pa-

cific Northwest.
Bruce Emad, a senior vice-

nation in unemployment, and
the the state is led by the county.
One answer to Humboldt
County’s economic problems is
diversification of business, Emad
said.
He said red tape has stifled
business, and the state’s advantages have disappeared.
“Housing isnot affordable, the
environment isn’tclean,crime is
rampant,” Emad said.
Inaddition, the defense industry has been astaple of the state’s

economy and cuts are taking a
toll on jobs.
“The real estate industry went

through a tremendous boom (in

the ‘80s), due mainly to Japanese

money,” Emad said.
But he said that investment

flurry ended when the Japanese

economy weakened.
He said the county has always
been first in the state to enter,

and last to recover from, a recession.

Emad said Gov.Wilson’scom-

mission to evaluate business

prospects for California isa good
sign.

president of Dean Whitter
Reynolds Inc.’s Eureka office,
sees the political a" as an
opportunity for growth.

of retirees to Humboldt County

“There's no doubt in my mind
that this administration will try

is a source of growth.
he said it’s still too early to

tostimulate theeconomy,” Emad

said. “On a longer-term basis

I'm positive about California’s
economy.”

Emad said California leads the

County-wide, the movement

tell.

“If we continue to gridlock
with environmental regulation
and higher taxes, it would be
very grim,” Emad said.

Friday, Nov. 20

Thursday, Nov. 19

“MOST WANTED”

MUSCLES’

Country Rock Band

$2 Cover, $1 with student ID

rw

Doors open at 8 « Show at 9
Cold Beer

MEET THE MEN OF CALIFORNIA
Doors open at 7
Show starts at 8

$8 advance/ $10 at door
Advance tickets available at

Saturday, Nov. 21

KXGO and The Works

- Serving Cocktails

THE ROADMASTERS

$3 singles/$5 couples
Doors open at 8, show at 9.

5TH & F STREET

e EUREKA

# 442-4236

18 & over
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Pig out or diet: finding the balance
‘no
pain, no
gain’ doesn’t
ap ly.”
Slascene mil several ee diets have
made a big splash, only to disappear.
OptiFast, the gra
it, the rice, the
ice-cream-and-bananas, the AmazingNew-You, the No Willpower, the
Stillman, the Atkins, the Yudkin and the

week or never eat their favorite food again,
they set unattainable goals that create

By Greg Magnus
LUMBERJACK STAFF

uring Thanksgiving break
most college students don’t
do more than eat trukey and
do laundry.
This may be a welcome change from
the hectic pace of the past weeks, but for

an estimated

80 million overweight

Americans, holidays can be a weight
nightmare.

Parties and social events have caloric
temptationsirresistible todieters and nondieters. Beer and wine, high in calories,

flow more freely than water. Dips and
spreads, high in fats, are everywhere.

According to Sue MacConnie, director

of HSU’s health performance lab and assistant professor in the health and physical education department, people should
try to maintain, rather than lose weight
over vacation.

“People need to plan for the fact that

it’s a very social time,” MacConnie said,

“and that there will be parties and there
will be social gatherings that you’re going to goto that will have a fair amount of
food at them.
“To say, ‘Well, I’m not going to go to
any of them’ or ‘I’m not going toeat at any
of them,’ right away you’re setting yourself up (to fail).”
MacConnie recommends setting realistic goals for eating patterns and exercise
programs. Setting only weight-loss goals
doesn’t address the right issue — changing behavior, which takes planning.
Working on behavior to reach weight-

loss goals takes patience and realistic ex-

-pectations. Dieters defeat themselves by

setting impossible standards. By saying

they’re going to exercise every day of the

more problems than they cure. When the
goal isn’t met, the dieter feels guilty and
may dump the whole program.
In the United States and other western
countries, approximately one of three
people is overweight: They weigh more

Pritikin diets isolate specific food groups

height and body build. That doesn’t necessarily mean they are fat, according to
the July, 1989 Sports Medicine Journal.
Being obese means having a high percentage of body fat. A good guideline is

This is wrong because eating a balanced diet provides all the essential nutrients for healthy bodies and weightloss,
researchers say.

than most

and make the dieter eat only a few types
of food.

people of the same sex, age,

A diet should contain starch in the

10 to 15 percent body fat for men and 20

form of potatoes, bread and pasta; vitamin-laden fresh fruit and vegetables; and

to 25 percent body fat for women. There
are no scientific data to support that being 10 to 15 percent higher than the average is bad for your health, MacConnie
said.
Ff ifteen percent of Americans under 30
are too fat. In the over-30 age group,
the number doubles. Most doctors,

protein — meat and fish or certain veg-

JEFF SCHWARTZ THE LUMBERJACK

Susan MacConnie, director
of the HSU
human performance lab.

though, suspect that it’s healthier to main-

tain a higher than normal weight than to

be misleading, because fat loss doesn’t
necessarily show up on the scale. Know-

yo-yo up and down.

ing body fat percentage isa better indica-

There are several long-range reasons

to slim down.
The extra burden obesity

tor when losing weight.
L ean body mass increases through
exercise, and muscle weighs more
than fat. Looking only at the scale, you
may think you’re still “fat” when you‘ve
actually increased your lean body mass.

puts on the

heart increases the risk of heart disease.
Increased levels of fats and cholesterol in
the circulatory system may lead to arte-

riosclerosis. One-fourth of all heart and
blood vessel problems are connected with

Clothes fit better and big parts look

obesity, according to Brian Gold’s book
“Getting Thin.”
It’s harder to move when obese. The
extra weight strains muscles and joints,
— especially in
which can lead to arthritis
the knees — and lower back pain.
When it hurts to move, most people
become less active and muscles, including the heart, become weaker, causing a
cycle of inactivity which may lead to
more problems.
Looking at the scale for weight loss can

smaller, but there’s still no overall weight
loss.

.

According to MacConnie, the best way
to lose weight is to reduce caloric input
and increase caloric output. The best way
to burn calories is through aerobic exercises like walking, bicycling or aerobics.
These are especially good because they’re
sustained, rhythmic exercises that use
large muscle groups.
“It’s not like you have to run to lose
weight,” MacConnie said. “The idea of

How to find your training
heart rate:

Monitoring your heart rate

Working out aerobically
means your heart and
lungs work, but not so

To determine if your workout is aerobic:
Bh gs measure your resting heart rate
your carotid artery.
° Next,
figure your target
trai
rate

out of
a
they
use to make the enzymes

¢(Sp Chec “0 ef
t
and after you fina

hard that your muscles run
that metabolize fats.

nat 7 @

Wo! ie
The tite r you are,

the quicker your heart retums to its
resting rate.

Exercise hard enough to
raise your heart rate to its
rate, but not so

Anaerobic exercise

hard you run out of breath.
If you can talk and
exercise, you're aerobic.

“In the ideal world I feel that if we

could just get people to the point where
they exercised moderately and ate a balanced diet that would be the best thing in

the world,” MacConnie said.

“I think by adopting these sorts of behaviors the weight would balance out at

its own level, and you wouldn’t see as
.much of the extreme of people becoming

so obsessed and focus over what the scale
is saying.”

The Human Performance Lab in HSU’s
Forbes Complex can help establish specific goals fogfitness and weight loss.
Besides analyzing body composition, the
lab can measure. cardiovascular fitness,

flexibility, give a nutritional assessment,
or a combination for a low fee.

Dec. 7 and 8 the lab will offer low-fat

and fat-free recipes for the holidays in the
lobby of Forbes Complex. Besides showing how to make the tasty low-cal dishes,
the fab will have a few samples to share
for alternative holiday feasting.

Holiday tips

Aerobic or anaerobic — what's the difference?
Aerobic exercise:

etables, like legumes, and dairy products, according to Stephen Bird in his
book, “Exercise Physiology for Health
Professionals.”

When muscies run out of

witch from

Coal

duesee to
buming
of breath,
If you run
you're becoming anaerobic.

Here are some ways to help
prepare for the party season.

e Use the 90-10 rule to dictate
your eating habits. Be good 90
percent of the time and allow yourself to slide 10 percent of the time.
(How many times a year do you eat
ee
ere

-)

e Athough most parties have
food high in fats, there are often
low-fat foods too. Allow yourself a
few fatty treats, but eat more of the
low-fat vegetables or snacks.
° Work out or exercise before
you go. This not only burns off
calories before the party, but elevates
your basal metabolic rate,

which burns off more calories in

When starting
a training
program,
aim for 65 percent of
maximum.
As you
rease in fitness,
aim for 75

—<—

the long run.
*Eat before you go. Havea salad
(light on the dressing, of course)
or a light meal before the party.
This will fill you up and let you
pass up the junk food a little more
easily.
e Lay off the booze. Alcohol has
lots of calories and should be
avoided by dieters. Try diet soda

or mineral water.

SOURCE: Fit of Fat?” by Covert Bailey: “An Invitation to Health,” by Dianne Hales.
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of the World

Home
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THE STUDENT T HEALTH CENTER

Hour 3-5 Daily

Happy
On Tap:

’

Newcastle & Steelhead-
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,
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First come firs served

proof of immunization, bring your records to the
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light & dark

854 Oth Street, Arcata
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A GROUND BREAKING COLLABORATIO BETW
RUSSIAN AND HUMBOLDT COUNTY MUSICIANS.

|
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A program of classic jazz

©

standards from the host of

NPR's “Piano Jazz.”
Van Duzer Theatre
$13 Students & Seniors

$17 General
" Marian McPartlind
a

;

| TIMEZONE PROJECT

«

McPARTLAND

Ta

ONE

An evening
of acoustic

music spotighting the folk traditions

HUMBOLDT

COUNTY

th m

.
"

a
:
» of Russia and original
ae
ee

.

Premier Concert. food
Be among the

ALL 3 SHOWS:
Van Duzer Theatre

first vo witness this

exciting transcultural

~ $6 Students & Seniors

musical exchange.

$10 General
«
m

4

TICKET
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Finale

The Works

Arcata &Mi Eureka

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata
s
University Ticket Office, HSU
INFO

CALL

826-3828

performances supportedm part
These
wrth furs provided by the Wiestem
States Arts Federation's Presenter
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Incontwe Program, the Califorma
Endowmentfor the Arts
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Electrician’s art traverses dreams, reality
By John Coxford
TUMBERIACK STAFF

rom the outside, the squat, cement-block building looks more
like a small industrial site than a
home. John Euley, HSU electrician

and working artist, says his
McKinleyville residence was once
a fish and game smokehouse. The
smells of those days are gone
now, replaced by the earthy

aroma of freshly thrown clay.
Euley, who lives alone, sits at his
potter’s wheel in a room crowded

on his wall and cover
several large tables.
At the wheel, Euley

Ceramic Exchange organized by Julie Brooks, one
of Euley’s classmates at
Pierson College.
Each artist made a
presentation at the prestigious Academy of Arts
and Design in Beijing. “My

plunges his hands into an

presentation was on

with his work. Pots, cups

and bowls, some dipped in
colorful glazes, others
carved with elaborate

designs, line the shelves

amorphous hunk of gray
clay. “This is rodsbod clay,

good for throwing,” he
says. The vague shape is
massaged into a tall,
hollow cylinder as it spins.
It is the beginning of a pot
that will eventually take
its place among dozens of
others.
uley first became
interested in ceramics 20 years ago asa

student at San Jose City
College. His introduction
to the art was somewhat of
a revelation. “I was going
to go into electronic

engineering until I seen
someone make a pot,” he

said.
Since that time, his love
for ceramics has taken him
to Victoria, British Columbia, where he studied the
art at Pierson College, and
to Humboldt County,

terrasiggalotta, where you
make a liquid coating out
of clay and water,” Euley
said.
He also discussed his
concepts of form and
design.
“They kept us going
from morning ‘til night,”
he said. “We hardly got
any rest.”
The artists also visited
some of China’s most
extraordinary museums
and repositories. “One
place where they made
bowls was bigger than

Humboldt State,” Euley

said.

In Taipei, they toured a
museum where “students
must go through very

rigid tests to get accepted.

They only sleep three or
four hours a night. They
could pick up a piece and

tell you who made it,

when it was made, things
about the glaze, firing
techniques. They're extremely smart.”

where for the past 16 years
he has made a living
maintaining HSU’s electronic utilities while
peddling his ceramic
wares in Eureka.
Most recently, his art
took him to China.

Chinese culture as well as

19 other artists — 18 from
Southern California, one
from Canada — embarked
on a month-long Chinese

the highlights of the trip
was observing and talking
to some of China’s people.
“I never knew they were

On Sept. 22, Euley and

uring the month,
the artists were
able to study
ceramics. Euley said one of

en

q
.

ESAS
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so beautiful,” he says.
“Anytime they'd see us
coming, they would look
at us — we were foreigners — but it was a very
pleasant, soft look. They’d
wave and say, ‘nihao,’ —

‘hello.””
When he returned to
McKinleyville in late
October, he had amassed
much knowledge of
Chinese ceramics techniques, and has since been
able to incorporate those
styles into his own work.
But most of his artistic

influences come from
within. He points to three
clay pots: “I saw those in
my dreams,” he says. One
of the pots is a tall cylinder
with what appear to be
cups or bells swelling from
the surface.
“In your dreams, you
can learn things about

form and design,” he said.
“If I see something in my
dream, and I know it’s

ROBERT SCHEEFY THE LUMBERJACK

For electrician John Euley, top, throwing clay allows a physical
representation of his dreams. His finished pieces bring from
$20 to $700 in America and abroad. A few unfinished ceramics,
above, await the glazing process in Euley’s studio.
mine, I can make it. If it’s
not mine, I can’t make it.”

Euley says, shaking his
head. “I have crazy

ne of his “dream
pots” is an apocalyptic scene of
two men in battle while
the wrath of God rains
down from above. He says
that vision was partially

He opens the door which
separates the studio from
his living quarters. Inside

inspired by a Francisco de
Goya painting called “The
Name of God.”
“I don’t need no drugs,”

dreams.”

the “bachelor pad” are
more examples of his art,
which include paintings

and masks, as well as
pieces brought from
China.
See Clay, page 22
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Professor emeritus displays his
post-modernist side with paint
ae

ee
Eleven years after his retirement from HSU, Professor
Emeritus Glenn Berry has returned with an exhibit representing his most current post-modernist acrylic paintings.
Berry’s work will be on display at the Reese Bullen Gallery
through Dec. 19.
“My paintings are post-modernist in the sense that they're
not abstract, if that makes any
sense,” Berry said.

“Post-modern artists are going back to other sources of inspiration,” he said. “I like to
eal with themes that have a

basis within various cultures —
India, China, Greece.”

Most of the paintings on dis-

play deal with such themes. “After the Fall of Troy” and “Olym-

e ellie

© Continued from page 21
“Our society seems to be getting more interested in

,me-

the same kind of

By John Coxford

Clay

all were created within the past
few years.
It is an impressive collection

the painstaking labor involved in making them, can sell for

|

thousands of dollars.

Euley speaks at length about the art of the Ming dynasty,
his favorite period of Chinese ceramics. He happily thumbs
through several art books until he realizes the late hour. “I
you,” he sa

comes so absorbed in painting,

don’t want to keep

ic Games” take a contempory
ook at ancient Greek lore, while
“Crossing of the Red Sea” and
“Building Babel” depict wellknown biblical events.

Visitors will also be able to see
the original drawings from
which Berry developed his paint-

Although Euley now makes most of his income doing
electrical work, he says he could devote all his time to
ceramics and still make ends meet. His art fetches $20-$700
per piece at the Old Town Art Gallery in Eureka, and

Berry turned to Italian Gothic

who taught at HSU from 196971, stated in a press release:
“Berry's paintings reframe the

iu oo Coca

apa
said.

Tickets: No charge

literature
— specifically Dante's
“Divine Comedy” — for the inspiration of one painting,

“Cocytus,” meaning “pitof hell.”
One unique aspect
of the exhibit is the sense of unity that all
the paintings share. All contain

ings.
Renowned curator Ray Kass,

enduring
themes of Western civi-

lization.
“ His paintings address pertinent critical issues in contemporary American art,and they con-

tribute to our understanding

of

the best art produced
on the

West

Coast since 1950,” Kass said.
The Reese Bullen Gallery is
open from noon to 5 p.m. on
Tuesdays

and

Wednesdays,

noon to 8 p.m. Thursdays and
Fridays, and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturdays. Admission is free.

Sound

He walks to ic yainar’s iin.

elsewhere in the United States and Europe.

But Euley won’t give up his trade. “Being an electrician is

not boring,” he says. “There’s a lot of interest in it. A lot of
it, like bending conduits — you've got to make bends that
look nice — has some art parameters to it.”

This artist and electrician has never been married — “And

I don’t know of any kids I got,” he jokes — but he doesn’t
appear lonely, sitting at his potter's wheel on a rainy
Sunday.

He gets up and walks to a shelf of ceramics. “It’s not

much, but here you are,” he says, offering a brown-glazed

mug.
Most people communicate dreams, love or friendship in
words alone. An artist is someone who can do it with as

simple a substance as clay.

Ashland actors play McKinleyville
tomorrow at the McKinleyville

By Julle Yamorsky

High School auditorium.

e stop in McKinleyvilleis
Two actors from the Oregon _ one of 280 west coast shows.
Proceeds from the play will
Shakespeare Festival are.
go to finance a trip to New
bringing a taste of theater to
York for drama students,
part of the
McKinleyville as
expected to cost $15,000.
School Visit
festival’s annual
“The kids who do the afterProgram in “Ashland in

)
’
D

McKinleyville.”
Joe Hilsee and Barry Kraft
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—_ the drama club’s publicity.
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other interruptions. But above all. they want that clean. crisp digital sound. So now

it does for your TV.

school plays will get achance
= when purchased in advance at
to see off-Broadway shows and_
The
Works in Arcata or Ron’s
Ennis, parent coordinator for

music channels. Cable TV’ simuleasts. And the absence of commercials, dee jays or
cable will do for vour stereo what

funds.”
“Ashland in McKinleyville”
at
—_will play tomorrow night
7:30 in the McKinleyville High
School Auditorium.
Tickets are $6 for students
and $8 general admission

be taken backstage,” said Paul
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kids unless they can raise more

Hamlet, Richard III and Julius

Caesar, and modern literature
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two weeks to create it. Small teapots and cups, because of
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brown tea pot. By his estimation, it took the Chinese artist
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resent Berry's most recent work;
What: Post-modern paintings
by Glenn Beny
Where: Reese Bullen Gallery, in

| handmade things and aesthetics,” he says, picking up a

a7

ed
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Name: Jess Hilliard
Major: Liberal Arts

Standing: Junior
Discipline: Social
sciences/music
Hometown: Ceres,
Calif.

enn

Age: 23
Favorite song: Louie Louie
Why social sciences: “The
peculiar sort ... and out of
| feel closest to it ... | try to
humanity through writing,

human animal is a very
the entire animal kingdom,
express my feelings about
music and art.”

What he writes and why: “! mostly write stories about
myself, like train trips | take. I’ve done hundreds of
pages. | mostly send ‘em to people | know who might

Zonin
.

I'm not really sure what | express; | guess girls, prisons
and various levels of intoxication.”

His band, The Exalted Ne’er Do Wells: “We want to be
the ultimate frat-rock band. We want babes, bucks,

all that stuff.”
His drawing: “| made a drawing — my first and only
one — for my friend. He entered it in a contest and it

won 50 bucks. That was a happy day. My friend told
me Ramone’s Bakery wanted a show, so | said ‘OK,’
and | made a bunch of stuff in a day and filled the

place. I’ve never taken an art course, and | beat all
these people who were artsts. It took me 30 minutes;
a hundred bucks an hour isn’t bad.”
— Reported by Lee McCormack

9
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Jon Humboldt Gates has travelled to Russia
the
the early 1980s, and he brought
since
Russian musicians to Arcata.
The Timezone Project will perform three
different shows at the Van Duzer Theater,
Dec. 3, 4 and 5. Workshops that include
Russian music demonstrations and open
discussions are set for local musicians
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. More
information on the workshops is available
from CenterArts at 826-3928.
The Lumberjack will have a complete
preview of the Timezone Project Dec. 2.

Arcata drummer Paul DeMark learns how
to use a Russian percussion instrument
while practicing with the Timezone Project,
a group of Russian and Californian
musicians rehearsing in Arcata for itsunited
world debut.
Guitarist Konstantine Baranov (back)
helped teach DeMark how to use the
instrument.
The group is rehearsing songs written
and previously recorded in Russia and
California, but the performers are playing
together for the first time. Trinidad resident

ee

F Doon e e Dewi naen
SS

Doqgusess,

find them interesting. I’m not a very ambitious
person.”
His music: “| play bass guitar, trombone and organ.
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Record sale will help
KHSU buy more music
By Bill McLellan
TUMBERJACK STAFF

A recycling event is going
to take place Friday night
and Saturday that will be a
lot more fun than sorting
garbage, bundling newspapers and smashing beer

Dellas and membership in
the Friends of KHSU.
“We have more new
roducts this year than
ast,” said Jill Paydon,
assistant manager/ director
of programming for KHSU.
“In the used records
category we have great
classical music, blues, jazz,

cans. Well, almost.
The event is KHSU’s
second annual Colossal
at the
Record bande,
Arcata Veterans

folk and lots of classic rock.

“Last year some proceeds

from the music sale were
specifically earmarked for

Hall.

used CDs, records and
cassettes donated to KHSU

purchasing new music for
the KHSU library,” Paydon
said.

pledge drive.

record sale, membership

The sale features a mix of

Because of budget cuts, all

to help with fund-raising
efforts during the current

money raised from the

drive or benefits will go into
the general operating
budget for KHSU.
“As a result of the cuts,
our music-buying budget

All music sold at the

event will be priced at about

one-half retail cost.

The Friday session from
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. is open
only to the Friends of
KHSU, people currently

has been significantly

reduced,” Paydon said.
Development Director

members of the public radio

Liera Satlof said funds
raised during the twice-

station.
The Saturday sale, from
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., is open

Soul Asylum finally arrives

The band made its national television debut last

Still loud but not quite as fast, Soul Asylum
plays straight-ahead rock ‘n’ roll the way it
should be a ee
Michael Beinhorn took Soul Asylum
Producer
into the studio and came out with the moreacoustic/less-electric “Grave Dancers Union,”
12 songs that display the simplistic variety of
Asylum’s punk pop roots and lyrical sensibility.
“without A Trace” is a perfect example of a

before 2 a.m.).

friends, pull out the old acoustic guitar and sing
around the campfire:“Standing in the sun with a

By Kirsten Frickle
LUMBERJACK STAFF

the station’s total income.
More information on the

After eight years and thousands of miles, Soul
Asylum is finally makin’ it big with its latest
release, “Grave Dancers Union” (CBS/Sony

sale and KHSU membership
is available at 826-6084.

sale, a poster by artist Joy

Rock'n’ roll success

yearly membership drives

provide about one-third of

to all. To become a member
the suggested donation for
students is $20, which gives
access to the Friday night

, Dan Murphy and Grant Young.
Soul Asylum is, from left, Kari Mueller, Dave Pimer
Minnesota’s

Music).
But the road to success has been a long one.
week on “Late Night with David Letterman,”
and has made it to MTV prime time (anytime

Sidelines Sports Bar
-

The first video/single, “Somebody to Shove,”
is reminiscent of Nirvana's “Smells Like Teen

Z

Spirit,” ee

the slam-dancing crowd and

catchy
guitar riffs.
But the Minneapolis-based quartet is no
Nirvana rip-off. Bassist Karl Mueller, lead

a

guitarist Dan Murphy, vocalist / guitarist Dave

Pirner and drummer Grant Young

SEA

>

A

.

ar

on the plaza,
Arcata

PCI

EP

sowed their

punk seeds back in 1981 as a trio (sans Young

M-TH 5-8P.M.

4 FRIDAY 4-8P.M.

with Pirner on drums) called Loud Fast Rules.

fs
3:3

song where you can gather a bunch of your

popsicle, anything is possible.”
On “Keep It Up,” Pirner displays his full
vocal range by hitting those classic ’70s justbeen-kicked-in-the-nuts notes.
Other highlights on the album include the
distortion-laden “99%,” the balladesque “Runaway Train” and the pure rockin’ “April Fool.”

Soul Asylum will play the Warfield Theater in
San Francisco Dec. 11 and at RKCNDY in
Portland, Ore., Dec. 14.
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Hoopsters out to regain composure

Elmore
aims for
national
honors

HSU. Seven

way.

on

that

coac

Dave
Wells said
:
Elmore
Coach Dave Wells should
ek tie

at the
20th and 30th place
tween
national championships. And
he is a big-meet runner,
since
“Reed definitely has a chanceto
make All-American,” he said.

Elmore said heisa team player

who emphasizes team success
Afachievements.
over
ter the team won the conference
he said the team
championship,
was static.

see himhe doesn’t
self as a leader, he playsa role in
to get
the team. “Ttry
motivating
people focused and make sure

runs their best,” he

Elmore actsas the team’s pressure valve, Wells said. “He has

a lighthearted nature and that
off the team.”

sesh ps with his strong

running.
——e Elmore
Wells said his
many strengths,
oe
“In the last 300 yards someone
of Reed
be 299 yards ahead
could
and he
still catch up,”
Wells said. Elmore is one of the
he has ever seen.
fiercest finishers
outof track eligibil-

ity, Elmore said he will still train,

to allow him to work toward his

goal, the Olympic trials
ultimate
in the steeplechase.

thinks this squad has

ey on offense and ismore
ced than last year’s.
Brock Chase, a three-point specialist, will once again spread

DAVID KLEINPETERY THE LUMBERJACK
countr

but

They’ ll be a little more expeal ciandete not sure if having ev:
back from a bad
team is Sood.” Woods said.
Traditionally, the ‘Jacks feature a strong defense, and although
the team is still slow,

was sick
earlier in
and

to the team when football / track

he said he’s not sure what to

H can go faster,” he said. “I
year

will be junior
Scott Betts.
At five-foot-ten-inches, Betts is
the shortest ‘Jack, yet he led the
team last year in assists (60) and
minutes per game (30.3).
Some excitement
will beadded

Woods, with a 154-158 record
at HSU, is
the season’s

Woods

The HSU basketball crew warms up in an intra-squad game.

Fighting for the rebound are David English (left), Rich Murphy

(background) and green team member Aaron Hell.

the

seiooot
Cnn bach

lettermen,

success on what the team ho
fully learned from last year,

crashed

boards last year for 4.9 rebounds
and 9.9
points per game.
Su Pi sco

including four sophomores and
a junior, will try to improve on
last year’s disaster.
Orchestrating the attack will
be Head Coach Tom Woods, in
his 12th season as coach

tential, he’s ready to go all the

the

Steinbach, who

SU basketball fans will
find out this weekend
if the Lumberjacks
learned from last year’s 8-19 caor if they really are as
bad as they looked.
The Red Lion Tip-Off Tournament on Friday and Saturday
will get the season rolling for

For most athletes, becoming a
rt All American is out of
the
on.
HSU cross counBut forsenior
try runner Reed Elmore, it’s a
distinct possibility.
The anthropology major won
All-American honors last
in track byfinishingin the top
national steeplechasers.
Next, he will try to duplicate
the feat in cross country.
Last weekend he led the HSU
men’s team at the NCAA Division II western regional meet,
seventh.
ces of becoming a
His
All- American are
twore said.
Not running yet to his full po-

er

six-foot-seven-inch center Brian

By Kevin Melissare

By Ben McMorries

—

25

the opposition’s defense thin
with his perimeter shooting. The
six-foot-four-inch sophomore

guard sank 37 three-pointers last
year while averaging 9.8 points
per game. Chase’s perimeter action will open up the middle for

star Rodney Dickerson tries his
hand at basketball.
Dickerson plans to join the
team after he recuperates from a
long football season and probably won’t be in this weekend’s
tournament.
But Woods warns fans to be
patient. “You just don’t come
from running and tackling on
the football field to playing
basketball,” Woods said
of
Dickerson. “He needs to take his
time.”

Even with Dickerson, the

‘Jacks have an uncertain future

ahead. Woods said the league
will be a toss-up this year because

good teams from last year

lost a lot of players.

Despite the opposition’s reduced talent pool, Woods said
the’ Jacks may havea tough time
getting started because of fewer
practice weeks. New leaguerules
prohibit Northern California
Athletic Conference teams practicing before Nov. 1.
Action begins at 5:30 p.m in

the East Gym on Friday and Saturday.

Runners shoot for top four at national meet
By Ben McMorrles

HSU’s men’s cross country
h
the nation,
team, ranked niinnt
takes a tradition of excellence
into the NCAA Division II naon Saturtional championships
Pa.
Rock,
ery
day in Slipp
st year the ‘Jacks were the
team of the meet, comluck and outstanding perb
by several runners to
ces
forman
finish third.
This year the team knows exactly what it must do to bring
trophy.
home a
solid team effort,”
a
“We
Coach Dave Wells said. “All
seven runners have to be there.”
Unlike in the regional meet,
Wells said the team’s top runner, senior Chris Parmer, will be
at full strength for the nationals.
Parmer was sick during the
regionals. “If Parmerrunsbadiy,
20th;
he will finish no lower than
around
be
will
he
OK,
if he runs
15th; and if he runs great, he can
make the top ten.”
Wells expects senior Reed
sophomore Dave
Elmore
do better at the
to
Wasserman
national meet. “Wasserman is
still improving,” Wells said. “He

Se

JOHN COXFORDY THE LUMBERJACK

(From left) Reed Elmore, Louls Ortiz and Phil DeMontigny shaved their heads for nationals.

had a big race last week, and if
he getsa big race at the nationals
it will be very good.”
Top ranked Adams State of
Colorado, which won itsregional
race without its top three runners, is the team to beat, Wells

said. HSU’s goal is not to beat
Adams State, but to finish in the
top four
and to beat Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo, to prove HSU
is
still the best team in the west,
Wells said. Cal Poly edged HSU
at the western regionals.

“All the teams ranked ahead
of us can beat us, but I don’t see
it happening,” Wells said.
“Fourth through ninth (in the
rankings) are very close, so it
depends which team will run
that day.”
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Budweiser.
BEERS.

Racquetball
Tournament
Winners
Chris Martin

“B”-

“C”- Blaine Maynon
DoublesDon Barnes

Sean Balassa
Special Thanks to Cal Courts
for donating their courts!

“Turkey Trot”
Fun Run
November 22,1992.
10:00a.m.

Guess your time and
win a FREE Turkey!
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ong workout in Humboldt Bay.
Women’s crew team members return to shore after an hour-l

The hardy women of crew
By John Coxtord
“OK, ladies, wait for your
bellowed
coxswain’s co:
women’s crew coach Robin
Meiggs. “Right here, right now,
ladies. Don’t be afraid to put a
little umph behind it!”
Eight pairs of legs pumped sieight oars broke
multaneously;

the black surface of the water.
At6a.m., practice had begun.

“Drive those legs down!”
Meiggs had to shout to be heard
over the whine of the outboard
motor: “Catherine, you're slow
as molasses!”

On the coach's skiff in the preand
dawn chill, the photographer
if
ring
wonde
down,
ed
I hunker
it would rain again.

“You heavy guys are gonna
make us sink,” Meiggs said. I
nervously.
—
t cold and
Bay looked
umbold
temperature
air
The
ting.
uninvi
— possithough
was endurable,
d
bly because I'd bundle up for
the next ice age.

tion, like een your foot falls

Meiggs said. Thankfully,
Blakeman stayed put — and retained her teeth to boot.
We circled the stretch of the
bay lined with smoke-spe
pulp mills, as Meiggs s
coaching time with two boats.
She gave some advice on craft
ity to the more-ex
maneuverabil
crew:
erson
perienced four-p
‘Any small move you make is

That really got to me. Call me
a wimp, but I made darn sure to
pack my gloves.
Now Meiggs was barking
bullhorn: “You've got
througha
you're gonna catch
or
back,
tolay

For a few moments the crew
was silhouetted against the orange lights of the mill.
a photo opportunity.
“OK, ladies, make it a Kodak

I spoke with a novice rower
named Christina Gutierrez, who
said, “Sometimes it gets so cold,
from
it'shard topry your
the
there's
then
the oars. And
thawing out afterwards.”
She explained: “When we're
sitting in class, our bodies start
aieae a and
to ed out. Our noses
s get a ti

our

a crab.

sensa-

And then you will be

layin’ back, ‘cause you're not
to want to lose your teeth!”

“Catchinga crab” iswhat hapwhen you don’t pull your
oar out of the water in time.
Gutierrez said people have actually been jettisoned from the
boat. Ironically, several minutes
later, junior rower Tiffany
Blakeman caught a crab.
“She caught a monster crab,”

gains to be a big move,” she

moment!”

The photographer

clicked off a couple of shots.
By 7:15, the sky had gone from
black to soft gray. A coxswain
hollered, “Ready, hup!” Practice
was over.

ju
“They
wo!
“Theyj
workout
themnteeing
learned
ful slide, so the oa

two months will be spent finessing.” The team com
in its
first regatta March 27.

Championship)
Games:
BASKETBALL
Nov. 30
A
Nov. 30
6ft
B

Womens
SOCCER
A
B
“BB”

Dec.1

Nov.30

7 p.m.

6p.m.

Nov. 20 8:30 p.m.
Dec. 6 4p.m.
Nov. 22 11 a.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Dec.3
A
Dec.1
B
SOFTBALL
Co-ed &

7 p.m.
8 p.m.

Super Co-ed

7 p.m.
9 p.m.
PAUL OHNERSORGEN THE LUMBERJACK

Nov. 30- Dec. 2

The end of a winning season
for the Allchoseners
The ‘Jacks, who finished 7-4 and tied for second place, had 11 play
Northern California Athletic Conference team. First team picks Include NCAC Defensive
Player of the year, linemanJarrod Spaulding, fullback Rodney Dickerson, linebacker Reggie
Bolton, defensive back Robert Flecher and lineman Wee McGarity.
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Toward a safer campus
he disclosure this week
that an escort service is
being set up for people
walking on campus at night is

splendid news for people at HSU
— and none too soon. But the
program is long on volunteers
and short on funds.
The work done so far to organize the service has come from
concerned students. The push to

act comes from students on campus concerned for their own safety. All on campus owe thanks to
the few who've spoken.
President Alistair McCrone
threw his verbal support behind
the project. Now the administration must provide the volunteers
with legal assistance, administrative support and funding. The
escort service needs a few thousand dollars to screen initial
applicants — a small sum for
students to pay to guard against
rape and other forms of violence.
The University Police Department has already indicated it will
support the program and even
provide some minor but necessary supplies. But it’s the admin-

istration’s responsibility to find
funds to direct to the project.
Other universities have successful night escort services.

Sonoma State’s program, in place
since 1986, serves 15-20 women
per night on average. The program’s organizer said the service
acts as a deterrent and there has
never been a confrontation.
It is also time for the administration at HSU to take the CSU bull
by the horns and eliminate the

counterproductive policy requiring parking permits after sunset.
If the CSU trustees are too stubborn to change this policy, then
McCrone needs to kick them in
their collective butts and change
their minds.
Spaces go unused while stu-

dents who can’t afford a parking
permit risk assault. Waiving the
need for permits is a solid longterm solution that will have little
financial impact (it could even

reduce costs to the escort service).
Students at HSU deserve a bit of

peace of mind. These are simple
and inexpensive steps toward a
safer campus.

Letters to the editor
Thanks for article
Thank you for
printing
the article describing the erp
darn students
face trying to take the California RN liexam in February rather than
July of 1993. Since publication, the Department of Nursing has agreed to meet
with us,
with the faculty involved
with N410 and a mediator. We anticipate
a speedy resolution to this issue.
Joan Corbett
senior, nursing

dent
man

grievances? Why hasn't an ombudsappointed? Why has it been

allowed for students to be threatened

with expulsion for just asking to have a
hearing? Where is the forum, and where
is the system you ask students to use?
You, as
president, have the power, if

An open letter to President McCrone:

partment which refuses to even hear stu-

pend on shift, personal experience, medical specialty and cost of living.
It takes three months for nursing board
results to arrive and Eureka-Arcata hos-

presented and where students can speak
out without fear of retribution and retali-

t start till Juneor July.
pital programsdon’
Who is going to pay for the teacher,
books and classroom? It’s going to cost
money and there isn’t much money

Gloria Reber

The class in question ... is unique. Students work through community agen-

not the obligation, to provide a univer-

sity where all sides to an issue can be

ation. The issues raised here are very
serious testing and discrimination issues.

President’s power
The university
used to stand fora place
where ideas could be heard and discussions could be open. We ask that you
restore
this to HSU. You recently decried
students occupying buildings and shouting. You stood for the proposition that
students should use the system.
But what about the HSU nursing de-

hour? Starting pay in Eureka and Arcata
is $11-$15 per hour; Sacramento, $16-$18
and San Francisco, $19-$25. Wages de-

Arcata

CR courses better?
.. College of the Redwoods is able to
educate its nursing students to be eligible
to take this same exam in only two years.
What is wrong with the quality of

Humboldt’s program, where according
to the nursing department, even in their
fourth year HSU nursing students still

are not educated enough to take this test?

Perhaps the HSU nursing department
can go to the College of the Redwoods
ent and ask for its help
nursing d
s of HSU’snursing
standard
the
in raising
course work so it is as good * CR’s.
race Brosnahan

McKinleyville

Team members

around since Pete Wilson arrived.

cies to provide teaching, care, etc. to patients in their homes. This experience
can’t be compared to experiences in previous classes or in the hospital.

Nurses are team members in medicine.

This attitude begins with student nurses.

Patricia Lider-Springer

HSU nursing graduate, Arcata

Get a dictionary
The real story about
the nursing issueis
that the eligibility for taking the NCLEX
in the 1986 HSU cataexam was
log from “graduated” to “graduating”
students. Idon’t know about your underbut that clearly means
standingof English,
gradusenior students are eligible before
ation. One positive solution would be for
President McCrone to forward a dictioent.
nary to the HSU Nursi
Jennifer

I am a graduate of HSU’s fine nursing
provides close stuprogram. This school

Hutchinson

HSU alumnus, Arcata

dent-teacher relationships. This program

A.R.C.H. problems

new nursing graduates starting at $40 per

I am a re-entry student who took interest in the recent letter from Ajax Ellis

is known for graduating
Please tell me: whereis

ty nurses.
ajob with

regarding the animosity at the Adult Reentry Center. The center seems to belong
to a small, select group who give the
impression the center is only open to
members of its staff.
I attempted to offer my help last spring
advising what the mission of the center
should be. I never heard from the people
I met with and I have gone to the center at

least a dozen times this semester to find
thedoor closed. Ihave not seena notice of

what they are doing this semester.
Whatis A.R.C.H. doing for the good of
all re-entry students? What is its intent

and wr Does this program receive
any funding from student fees?
My past experience with a good reentry program atSonoma State has taught
me that something is very wrong with
A.R.C.H. I strongly suggest the program

be fixed or dropped. The impression I get
from this inferior agency makes me wonder what the university thinks about re-

entry students on this campus.

Mary Anne Gilles

graduate student, social science

Response continues
Editor's note: A two-page advertisement

appeared in the Nov. 4 issue of The Lumberjack with the headline, “In Defense of a
Little Virginity, a message from Focus on
the Family.” The ad was paid for by the
Arcata First Baptist Church and promoted,
among other things, abstinence or monogamous sex within marriage, with an

uninfected partner, as the only true form of

” sex.
Lumberjack received several letters in

See Letters, page 28
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and the
of its content
protest of the ad, some
decision to print it.
The Lumberjack’s editors responded with
an editorial stating, in part, that the
principle of free speech and the right to
print the ad should not be abridged.
The

hasn't ended. Space restric-

tions don’t allow publishing all letters, but
the following is a sample of what letter
writers are saying:

Family Focus and Y.E.S. are not associ-

ated in any way with (the ad). Family

Focus is a support group for parenting
and pregnant teens. Choice and support
are essential factors in the success of this
program.
This ad is biased against teens, young
adults and homosexuals and denies they

have the intellect to make choices and
take responsibility for their sexuality.

Many of the “facts” stated in this ad are a
result of data manipulation.
We realize The Lumberjack is committed to freedom of speech. Not running

such an ad would be censorship, but we

feel the reader was deceived because it
was given the image of an article rather
than a paid advertisement.
Jonathan Davies

board of directors, Y.E.S.

ice
cludes keeping blatantly stated
oo
Bones
The $469 Sich
from its
the Family paid to The Lumberjack canits profesnot be worth ae
.
integrity
personal
sional and
I would also like to comment on the
gay, lesbian
article heading, “Ad angers
community” in the Nov. 11 Lumberjack
.. | feel strongly that this should not be an
“us/them” issue. Not all HIV and safesex educators are homosexual; neither
are all people upset by the ad. Even if that
was the case, would it matter?
.. Oppression of any people, or the
ngmed propaganda that
of misinfor
printi
on, will not be toleroppressi
—
ated.
...
Let me take this opportunity to ex-

the Jewish Students Union’s soli-

darity with the Gay, Lesbianand Bisexual
Student Alliance, and toany other group
or individual who was offended by this
ad. ...

Star Fishel
co-chair, Jewish Students Union

senior, child development

.. | would not venture to guess (virgins) are a majority by any means, but

there was undoubtedly an unheard sigh
who
of relief to know that there are those
defend virginity.
Let’s not downplay the whole ad be-

Danica O'Leary
board of directors, Y.E.S.
Martin Norquist
board of directors, Y.E.S.
director, Family Focus

cause of a few wrong numbers or merely
because it was given birth by a religious

sense was re-

of angry writers in the last edition, I see
the article did not go over that great with

... (The ad’s) common

freshing. Safe-sex programs are dangerous because they are misleading. “Safe
sex” is not safe. Condoms, even if used
properly, can fail. ...
Alittle virginity should be taught more

often. The letters The Lumberjack printed
in response to the ad’s “homophobia”

were surprising. To compare opposition
to homosexuality with racism is to
trivialize the civil rights movement. To

deny someone equality because of race,

something each of us has no control of, is
morally indefensible. However, homosexuality is a choice of behavior, and

because it is, it is not bigotry to oppose it.
Most laws seek to govern our behavior
in society and those laws reflect the consensus of society. As the majority opinion
changes, the laws change and to seek to
influence that process isn’treprehensible.

avid Peek

sector of the community. The heart of the
matter is that abstinence is OK.
I wholeheartedly thank you for publishing that ad. Judging from the number
the more liberal-minded folks on camUS. ...

r

Evelyn A. Jorgensen
junior, liberal studies

... The statistics and information about
the “homosexual agenda” were very
wrong. I donot want free speech toend in
The Lumberjack or on campus ...
The LumberFrom my understanding,

jack accepted the ad without reading its
contents. Thisis irresponsible. Ads should
be read and an equal rebuttal provided if
the ad is directed to an individual or
group.
Please promote free speech by allowing others equal opportunity to speak.
Julie Amaral
junior

natural resources planning and

senior, biology

interpretation

... Inaddition to belittling the irreplace-

.. (The ad) merely pointed out that the

able work of thousands of HIV counselors and educators, the advertisement
attacked the homosexual population by
implying homosexuality is something to
fear ...
(Such) propaganda has, throughout
time, —— to be a powerful instigator

of violence and hate crimes. Thead is also
sexist and degrading by saying that when
a woman loses her virginity, she is “giving up something” — her self-respect.
am appalled to see this... in the newsne that represents HSU. Under the
irst Amendment, the Arcata First Baptist church hasaright to express its views.
that The Lumberjack is
However, I feel
not a forum for hate propaganda.
Celeste Monnette
senior, psychology

.. | support the rights of free speech
and free enterprise, but ... The Lumberjack has a responsibility to a non-biased

representation of all groups, which in-

only safe sex is abstinence. The fact that
gays, lesbians and promiscuous people

publicly attack such an ad makes it clear
they feel they have to defend their
lifestyles and the transmission of STDs it
could involve.
Is it
possible that these
le care
besores
more about rationalizin chile
havior than telling a college student the
truth? It is to our detriment that we are
being made afraid to state the Ps ed for
fear of offending members of a lifestyle.
Andrea Thomas
sophomore, business
Thank God pure freedom of speech —
paid or unpaid — wears neither a chastity belt nor requires a special key for
ample penetration of our souls.
Peter
sophomore, journalism
The HSU AIDS Policy Committee o

posed the advertisement ... (It) attac

HIV/AIDS education and educators.
gurus who got
safe sex ly,
the dib
“Incre
us into this mess ..,” puts the blame on
HIV educators for the rise in HIV transmission. In reference to teaching abstinence, the ad stated, “no other approach
to the epidemic of sexually transmitted
diseases will work.”
These comments, as well as others in
ropriate but not
the ad, are not only i
factual. ... To withhold any information
about reducing sexual risk behavior in
order to teach only abstinence would be
dangerous. Printing this ad without a
or equal rebuttal froman HIV /
disclaimer,
AIDS educator, was irresponsible journalism. When will the message sink in —
AIDS education is a health issue, not a
moral issue!
HSU AIDS Policy Committee
Dr. Larry Frisch, chair; medical chief

of staff, Student Health Center

Susan Hansen, member; director,
Student Health Center
Jeff Bernstein, member; senior,
child development and psychology

.. Critics say the ad presented misin-

formation, but the statistics agree with
what we’ve been learning in Health 400.
Chlamydia, genital warts, herpes and

AIDS, all unheard of before the “sexual

SSaa—me—mn—m"]

SSS

friends who know I don’t agree with the
are living their lives. They also
way
for them and am not
care
know I
homophobic. I hope the ad ... and the
ongoing responses to it will promote talk
between people, not aggressive action
because of their disagreements.
Grant Thomson
senior, psychology
Asa gay man and an AIDS health educator, I am dismayed and angry about
le
informing
(the ad)... My ageisnda
/
about
tion
informa
of the factual
an
teens,c
ng
AIDS, sothat people, includi
make informed opinions (about whether
or not to be sexual).

I am ... fed up with segments of the
Christian population who continue to
instill fear and equate sex with death. ...
Studies support the conclusion that fear
is a poor motivating factor for behavior
change. Treating =e as capable of
making life decisions based on accurate
information is the role of educators ...
Teaching abstinence based on Chris-

tian or other religious beliefs has no place
in the public health arena — it only belongs in the church.

Rob Jarvis

Eureka

... These views do not promote hatred

revolution,” are sweeping across U.S.

and disrespect toward people nor their

pain and death — and we are in denial.
People say the ad wasinsulting when it
accused a certain group of, “having an
agenda,” and “recruiting the young.” But
I would suggest the “agenda” of those
who promote abstinence outside of mar-

Bible, which I believe as God’s Word,

college campuses. The results: infertility,

riage is: decreasing broken hearts, decreasing unwanted pregnancy, child
abuse and divorce, and ending the spread
of HIV among women, teenagers and

infants. We offer a future of hope and we
do wish to recruit the young.
Amanda Weltsch
senior, liberal studies
Again another minority reacting to
negative and derogatory attacks in print
is sternly lectured on censorship by the
high priests of “free speech.” Trust the
public’s acumen,” we are told.

.. The Nazis used the democratic system to launch attacks on Jews, gays and
others, and then to attain power. Where

was the “public’s acumen?” Even in this

country inflammatory articles have fueled mob violence and lynchings.
.. Unfortunately, some people do use
the vehicle of “free speech” in an attempt
to deny others their right to “life, liber
and the pursuit of happiness.” If suc
people exercise their right to “free
speech,” then we have the same right to

rights, but toward immorality. The Holy

calls homosexuality, adultery, fornication,

etc., sin. God also speaks of a judgment
for those who continually practice it.

Now, you have your God-given rights

to sin if you want. Youalso have the right

to step in front of a car on the highway,
but I don’t suggest it. In fact, | would do

anything I could to encourage you not to!

The more we kick God out of our country,
the more immoral our country gets!
Melodee Staley

sophomore, multiple subjects

The Lumberjack assumes that to be-

lieve homosexuality is morally wrong is
“intolerant,

ignorant,

fatuous

and

homophobic.”
Who gave The Lumberjack the authority to condemn this view
and thereby “applaud” the morality of
ere
How long has The Lumberjack been the judge of truth?
... One side believes (homosexuality) is
morally wrong; the other side believes it
is right. The problem is The Lumberjack
dogmatically supports the latter.
.. The role of a state-sponsored newspaper is not to force its moral or religious
opinions on the student body. ...

callattention to their underlying motives.

The Lumberjack must remain objective
in this debate. ... Therefore, the editorial
board of The Lumberjack must stop imsing its religious views on the student

but it casts a spotlight on bigotry and

and it is time for the Lumberjack to stop

... Our anger is not a call for censorship;

names it as such. ...

dy! This is exactly what is being done,

“suppressing opposing religious views.”

Kevin Hoeft
senior, social sciences

Charles W. Carvallo
senior, German

.. I know it is not politically correct
around this school to promote ... conservative ideas, especially those termed the
“radical right,” but I am glad the advertisement was printed and hope it will
help (other conservatives) ... to stand up
for what they believe in.
Thecomplaints about the statistics
used
in the ad, I feel, were ambiguous. I urge
students to go back and look at the bottom of the ad, where data sources are
ven... Most of the data is from the late
or ‘90s and comes from the government or other nonpartisan parties. ...
.. | have homosexual and bisex

... Focus on the Family is a multi-million dollar o
zation. The director,
James Dobson, is the author of child-

rearing books advocating the corporal
punishment of children with such
as rods, belts, switches and leather straps
(Greven, 1990). Research s

ts acausal

relationship between
children
and later outcomes that include
sadomasochistic sexual
, domestic violence, psychological and emotional problems, and leanings toward
authoritarianism.

Lisa Butterfield,
senior, child development
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Disturbing symptoms of our sick society
assaulted before the age of 18;

By Elleen
E. Cohune

¢ There were more women “wounded” by rapists

GUEST COLUMNIST
uring
shocked

the past few weeks, we have been
by the events taking place on this

campus. In addition to one reported rape
tt
one reported “Peeping Tom” incident,
have been four rumored rape attempts and
there
“pro-rape” chalkings all over campus.
The lack of action on the part of campus administration and the reactions of some students have been
truly disturbing symptoms of our sick society. These
reactions have indicated a great deal of ignorance and
the
question, “Is ignorance bliss?”
For all of you out there who “don’t understand
what those women are so pissed off about,” here are

some facts:
¢ The book “The Courage to Heal” (Bass and Davis,
1988) states that one in three women will be sexually

last year than Marines wounded by the enemy in
WWII

* 486,000 girls now attending high school will be

raped before they graduate;
¢ 36 states do not have a law defining rape in

rape, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny theft, motor
vehicle theft and arson — rapists are the most likely
to escape conviction;

e Abusive men who kill their partners serve an

average of two-to six-year terms, while women who
kill their partners, usually in self-defense, serve an

average of 15 years.

Before you chastise another woman for being

marriage as illegal;

¢ More than 50 percent of womten are battered at

some time in their lives and more than one-third are
repeatedly battered every year;
° If every woman victimized by domestic violence
last year were to join hands in a line, the string of

people would span from New York to Los Angeles

and back again;
¢ Last year, the number of women abused by their
husbands was greater than the number of women
who got married;
e Of all those arrested for major crimes — murder,

angry, remember these facts.

Women, stand up with your sisters for what you
deserve (start by getting involved with the Women’s

Center, House 55, and challenge campus administrators to change policies). Men, challenge your own
beliefs and those of your friends. Treating women like
sex objects adds to the violence. We are fighting for

our lives while you are blissfully ignorant.

Cohune is a social work junior and member of Altruistic
Students for Healing and Empowering Society.

‘Conservataphobia:’
a block to objectivity

Libel and free speech:
not the same things

sex class of twelve-year-olds. Quotes dealing with homosexual behavior include:

a

By Dr. Clayton Ford
| GUEST COLUMNIST

the gay community contained in that ad |

By Mary L. Weatherly
and Jeff Bernstein
GUEST COLUMNISTS

promotes a climate of hate, intolerance
and violence. The National Gay and Les-

“Libel: 1. A written or oral defamatory

statement or representation that conveys

bian Task Force reports that violence

against gays rose 31 percent in 1991. In
the wake of the recent anti-gay referen-

an unjustly unfavorable impression. 2. A
statement or representation published
without just cause and tending to expose

dum in Oregon, a gay man and woman

Ninth Collegiate Dictionary, 1991.

speech that incites violence against others? No. Even The Lumberiack itself admits that “free speech can never be truly
absolute.”
We are supporters of free speech. We
donot doubt the intelligence of the public

anotherto publiccontempt.” —Webster’s
On Nov. 4 the Lumberjack ran an ad

containing a statement referring to “the
homosexual agenda, which includes re-

g vigorous procruitment of the younand
motion of a teen’s
right to sexual exression.” We beDoes the
ieve this statement

is not only irrespon-

sible, untrue and inflammatory, it is
also libelous. Actu-

ally, more than 95
rcent of child moesters are hetero-

sexual.
Would the Lumberjack have ac-

were firebombed to death. One-third of
all teen suicides are gay teenagers.

Does the First Amendment protect

to make informed

First
Amendment protect free speech
that incites violence against
others?

decisions. We support the Ku Klux
Klan’s right to
march down main
street. That doesn’t
mean The Lumberjack is obligated to
—
the KKK’s
ateful message in
an ad.
The Lumberjack

hides behind free

speech as a rationalization for why
attacks as seheterosexist
treat
it doesn’t
became very
It
racism.
riously as it does

gE

cepted the ad if it

contained a phrase like “the negroagenda,
which includes the seduction of young

white women” or “the Mexican agenda,
which includes stealing your car?” No
one would answer this question when we
d it to The Lumberjack staff. We
doubt such ads would have been printed.
In his statementon non-discrimination
in the Affirmative Action handbook,
President McCrone declares that this
guided by the precept that
university “is
its programs or personnel
ae
shal there be any discrimination
actions
nst persons because of race, color,
religion, national origin, sex, sexual orientation...”
The Lumberjack newspaper is a class
with a teacher and adviser, hence a unipart
versity program, and supported in
he
by IRA fees paid by all students.
for its electricity,
_ university also pays
state budget. It is
the
of
out
which comes
university and
the
to
te accountable
bound by its policies.
We believe that the negative attack on

obvious that it did not understand the
clear and present danger to the gay com-

munity written into that ad.
We haveanewly elected president who
has vowed to remove the ban on gays in
the military, and to support national gayrights legislation. He clearly recognizes
the danger to gays and the need for protective measures to mitigate that threat.

We only ask that The Lumberjack publicly admit it made a mistake running
particular ad. We suggest it ye ia
that
codified guidelines regarding ad sales
t university policy.
with
that areconsisten

how smuch money
That way, regardofles

it is offered, it will know when ad copy is
clearly and undeniably unprintable.
Weatherly is a history senior and facilitator
f HSU'’s Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
peakers Bureau. Bernstein is a child
development and psychology senior and an

AIDS and gay rights student activist.

“Homosexual love relationships can be

as fulfilling as heterosexual relationApparently, the primary focus of the
ships,” and “Gay men and lesbians can
recent ad, “In Defense of a Little Virginform families by adopting children or
ity,” was lost among a number of your
having their own children.”
readers. The central and well-docuone
Certainly there is a strong case for seeonly
is
“there
mented theme is that
an “agenda” in this kind of “educaof
ing
safe wayto remain healthy in the midst
tion” that seeks to recruit
a sexual revolution. It is to
the young to that point of
abstain from intercourse
view. We are not dealing
j
i
until marriage, and then
here with calls to hatred
e
ossibl
P
Is
It
wed and be faithful to an
—
weg
e charges of

have

to

“homo-

phobia,” “igenda of the

:

uine

gen-

love for

and violence, or with bigpersons. It is
otry against

ania

pdeiible to have

genuine love for people
religiousright,” “bigotry,”
and yet oppose their phipeople and
“blind hate,” “ignorant
losophies or behavior. We
yet Oppose
hysteria,” “grossly misare dealing with a conflict
leading,” “oppressive”
in values, moral standards
their
philosoand “overt or-covert inviand philosophies. Certations to do violence” are
phies...
tainly there is still room for
uncalled for, unsubstantithose with conservative
ated and misleading. The
moral values to espouse
principal offending pasridiculed and called
being
them without
sage has obviously been misunderstood.
bigots, isn’t there? Or has “conservaThe article laments that tax dollars are
taphobia” taken over?
being used to support distribution of lit“Freedom of speech” has become synRight,”
the
erature titled “Teenagers Have
sin our day with filth, pornograers
onymou
which espouses the freedom of teenag
phy and vulgar speech. How sad it is to
to have sex when and with whom they
see so many react at that freedom whenit
want. Help is offered the teenagers by
is used to promote moral purity or Chrisseveral organizations whose philosophy
tian values. We appreciate The
“reflects the homosexual agenda, which
Lumberjack’s defense of printing the ad
includes recruitment of the young...” This
in the Nov. 11 editorial headlined “Free
statement has apparently been erronespeech — not censorship,” but we are
ously interpreted by your readers to say
saddened by the editorial bias. While
that these organizations are homosexual
defending our right of free speech, the
child molesters.
editors insinuate that the ad is “fatuous
“Recruitment of the young” should
to
(stupid)and homophobic.” It “applauds”
rather be seen in terms of a recruitment
the angry letters as “an outpouring of
a philosophy of viewing homosexual and
constructive and instructive ideas,” yet
lesbian behavior as normal, healthy and
none of the complaints regarding “misinbeneficial to participants as well as to
formation” are documented or verified.
society. There is ample evidence of orgaWe encourage The Lumberjack to cast
nizations whose aim is to win people
offitsanti-conservative bias and to wholeover to this view.
heartedly encourage the free, open and
One such organization listed isSIECUS,
objective discussion of viewpoints on
the Sex Information Counsel of the United
these and other issues. By doing so, you
States. SIECUS writings have supported
might find that those whoare really being
the use of pornography, premarital sex,
oppressed on the HSU campus are those
homosexuality, dispensing contraception
students who agree with the positions
to minors without parental consent, sex
taken in the ad and are too intimidated to
education for all age levels and abortion

on demand.
_ SIECUS espouses such things as explanation of masturbation for kindergartners and discussion of orgasm ina mixed-

say SO.

Ford is the Pastor of Arcata First Baptist
Church.
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FOR

PERSONALS

OPPORTUNITIES

SERVICES

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
hel
worldtrav
Earn $2,000+/+ mont
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer andCareer

WORD
EDITING,
COPY
G
résumé writing
and SIN
PROCES
service. Reasonable rates. Call
12/2
Caroline 839-0892.

RIPLEY, I'VE MISSED YOU. |
didn’t mean to alienate you.. |'ll
catch you at Fig’s this week. Always Loving, Christine.

very
ORTHO-BIONOMY—A
highly
,
therapy
relaxing
and
gentle
effective in release of discomfort
associated with structural tension
andimbalance. Intuitive massage
andreflexology. Appointment 822-

CENTER ACTIVITIES BIKE REPAIR SERVICE offers bike tuneups for $25, free estimates on repairs, flat tire repairs and other
repairs by estimate. For fast and

employment

No

available.

For
experience necessary.
employment program call 1-20611/18

634-0468 ext. C6047.

TRAVELHOST OF NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA is seeking account

executive to sell a new product.
Call on restaurants and local

businesses. Commission potential
$25-60 K per year. Students
but
preferred,
professionals.

train
will
Cold-calling

experience given priority.
for

today

interview

Call

details.

immediate start date. Call 67711/18

0332.

BABYSITTER NEEDED IN MY
ARCATA HOME. Experience
preferred.
Part time on some
weekday mornings, afternoons, or
evenings. Earn while you study!
Cali after 6:30 p.m. 826-0357.
11/18

CLUBS

& ORGANIZATIONS

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
POTLUCK every Wednesday 11-

1 p.m., Nelson Hall 116. RAD
WATCHERS monitoring timber
harvest plans Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,
Nelson Hall 118. Info—Orange,
822-6846.

REGULAR MEETING? SPECIAL
EVENT? Announce it here!

7247.

Reidun Olsson.

NEED

ACADEMIC

120

TYPING?

Sendcassette(s) or legible copy to

Prompt &

Execu-TYPE-Express.

Laser

accurate word processing.

445-5771.

printing.

P. O. Box

120
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0155.

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl

&

POINTS OF LIGHT STILL AVAILEverything must go inABLE!
cluding former vice-president.
Read my lips; make an arms-forhostages deal. Ask for George. 1800-HIS-TORY.

PSYCHIC READINGS; questions
answered, $30.

822-9061.

MADR
ciiiceniinsibaiinnsinn

FOUND
BEAUTIFUL

PART

BER-

NARD, 1 year old female. Good
with children, free to good home.

445-3754.

WASHER, DRYER for sale. Exbg condition, $150 OBO. 8223149.
FIREWOOD: ALDER, BAY.
$100/cord, well dried. 822-6817.

convenient service, call 826-3357.

CHINESE MOHAIR SWEATERS,
unusual Christmas present. Grays
and greens, $35. Downhill ski
package, K-2 185cm, Marker bindings, Salomon 5K-70 boots. Fits
man’s 81/2-9 foot. A $500 value
for $100. 839-8068.

tex repairs and hot waxing.)

3-D COMICS, BLACKLIGHTS,
INCENSE, JEWELRY & MORE.

Also, snoW ski tune-ups for $15
and snowboard tune-ups for $25
(includes wax stripping, base
cleaning, flat file edges, minor P-

M. CLARENCE; BOY, SISTER, |
loved

your

last

act

week

at

Figueiredo’s. | think | will come in
and catch it again. Mona.

1989 HARDROCK MOUNTAIN
BIKE, missing seat, everything
else in good shape. Best Offer.
677-1657.

WANTED

ONE ROOM FOR RENT IN 3
BDRM Arcata house. Available
$225/mo. Call

822-5280.

noon-6.

No Hidden Costs

Thanksgiving Ski Bash!! Deluxe
accommodations: hot tub, kitchen
facilities AND a Thanksgiving turkey, transportation optional.. Excellent back country and Nordic
skiing, lessons andskirentals available. Call826-3357 orcome tothe
Outdoor Center in the University
Center South Lounge.

Remember, Meteor Man

ThouMOVIE POSTER SALE!
sands of original movie posters at

LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIED
ADS
WORK
INA

BIG

The Colony Inn
Living With

Bachelor

the Time Traveler gift shop is my
favorite place.”

-

Affordable

Activities for the Mt.

TO.

SHARE a two room house. Large
kitchen, bath, small and cozy!
$175/month. Six month lease only.

for next semester.

Blue awning.) Closed Thursdays
and Sundays, open all other days

‘riding on gorgeous Clam Beach;
individual or group outings; Trinity
Allps horsepacking adventures;
terrific horses, excellent rates—
beginning or experienced OK; 4442894.
SPEND THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY IN THE SNOW! Join Center

bargain prices, from 1930's classics to new releases. Sat. & Sun.,
Dec. 5 & 6, Arcata Theatre, G St.

FOR RENT
ROOMMATE

The Time Traveler, 854 9th St. (1/
2 block off the Plaza under the

SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback

says, “When | travel time & space,

AUTOMOTIVES

Call 443-0517.

ST.

felt ao

SALE

WAY!
Place ads at the
University Ticket Office
by Friday at 4 p.m..

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES:
$2 for 25 words,
5¢ per word thereafter.

stag

aa naa

ss

pose

Pas
*

Po

LPB

DR

PEP

TS

eee

Amenities:
e440

The amenities you can enjoy are:
¢ Personal Computer Labs
* Typing Labs ¢ Cable TV
¢ Recreation * Bus Stop to HSU
¢ Ample Parking

Our progressive Brake Renewals Start at

$59.95 per Axle

Please Note:

includes new pads or shoes,
resurfacing

drum or rotor, repackin

wheel bearings and checking fluid

“* No extra charge, for gas, electricity,

water or trash

Most domestic & import 2 wheel drive. Some
specific models higher

¢ No extra charge for off street parking
(one space guaranteed per student)
¢ No extra charge for cable TV

We try to work within

your budget

IONS
RENTAL OPT$200)

Watch
this ad for
future specials

(Security Deposit

Semester Lease

$250 per Month

Price subject to change.

455

Union

St.

Doty J St. Arcata ~ 822-3770
Arcata

822-1909

ourselfers,

we tum brake

rotors -

CALENDAR
Wednesday

18

Music
e Folk musician Casey O'Neill, 8
.m. in Goodwin Forum, 826-7757 or
-0587 for information.

® Henan s Agenda for Health

rm,” lecture by Mary

Sports

Music
¢ Marti Mars and the Red Planet
All-Stars, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the
Schooner Saloon, 207 Third St.

¢ Men’s and Women’s CrossCountry at NCAA II Nationals in

Foley,

RN, 7:30 p.m. in the Kate Buchaha ,

Slippery Rock, Penn.

Et Cetera
e Bread baking workshop, 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Buck House, 826-3551

Sports

for information.
e KHSU’s

e Men’s Basketball Red Lion Ti

recycling
sale, 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in

for information.

the Arcata Veteran’s
Hall at 14th and

¢ Women’s

Volleyball at Sonoma

St., 7:30 p.m.
Et Cefera

to 10 p.m. today and 7 to 10 p.m.
tomorrow, 826-3357 for information.

e Student California Teachers
Associationcelebration social, 6 to 8

J Streets.

e Seventeenth Annual Northwest
Inter-Tribal eee
Dinner, 10 a.m. at 3750
Eureka.

p.m. at the Plaza Grill, 780 Seventh St.

Thursday 19

in Arcata, 826-5197 for information.

e Art Department photography
rint sale, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in

Et Cetera
e Lecture by ecologist Chris Maser,
author of “Global Imperative: Harmoni
Culture and Nature,” 7
.m. in Founders Hall 166, 826-5102
r information.

p.m. at the

Buck House, 826-3551 for information.
e Eureka Kennel Club meeting and

er Lounge, 826-4149 for

information.
e Northcoast Social Workers

meeting,

11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the

Rehabilitation Conference Room in

General Hospital, 2200 Harrison Ave.
in Eureka, 445-5111 for information.

Streets in Eureka, 839-4253 for

information.
e “Poems by Edward Thomas,” 7
.m. discussion at 1215 M St. in
Arcata, 822-4829 or 443-3685 for
information.
e Oregon Shakespeare Festival
rogram “Ashland in McKinleyville,”
:30 p.m. in the McKinleyville High
School Auditorium.

Elders
Harris St. in

Saturday 28

Saturday 21

Music
¢ Traditional Irish music by
Twisted Thistle, 9 p.m. to midnight at
the Humboldt Brewery, 856 10th St.
in Arcata, 826-2739 for information.
e Pato Banton and Massawa at the

Mateel Community Center in

to midnight at the Humboldt Brewery, 856 10th St. in Arcata, 826-2739
for information.
e Russian music by HSU faculty

and local artists, 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital Hall, 826-3531 for information.

¢ Marian McPartland Jazz Trio, 8
p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre, 8265102 for information.
© The Beamers, 9:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at the Crosswinds Restaurant,

tomorrow at the Portuguese Hall in

Ferndale, 786-9777 for information. °
Saturday
e Ninth annual holiday craft bazaar
at the Sacred Heart Church Parish

Center,

Road and Myrtle

Avenue in Eureka, 822-0750 for

Tuesday24
~e ® Holiday tours to architectural
sites and museums from Arcata to
Scotia, 445-2117 for information.

Et Cetera
.
Friday27
¢ Reception for art show “Puerto
¢ Christmas tree lighting in
Vallarta Watercolors,” 5 to 7 p.m. in
Oldtown, 443-9444 for information.
the Foyer Gallery, 444-9419 for
information.
Saturday 28
e Workshop “Al¢ohol and Tobacco:
¢ Holiday craft show through Nov.
America’s Legal Yet Most Lethal
. 29 at the Eureka Mall, 800 W. Harris
Drugs,” 2 to 4 p.m. in the Mental
St. in Eureka, 443-3344 for informaHealth Conference Room of the
tion.
Office of Alcohol and Other Drugs at
Monday 30
720 Wood St. in Eureka, 445-6250 for
e Christmas craft fair in the Kate
information.
Buchanan Room, 826-4411 for information.

860 10th St. in Arcata, 826-2133 for
information.

Instant park

e Christmas craft sale, today and

information.

Tuesday |

Music
e Bluegrass band Wild Oats, 9 p.m.

Holiday
Highlights
Friday 20

Redway, 923-3368 for info.

potluck dinner, 7:30 p.m. in the

Fireside Room of the First Methodist
Church at Seventh and Sonoma

second annual music

off Tourney inthe East Gym, 826-5102

Room.
e Cultural diversity workshops, 6

e Harvest potluck,5

~~e Women’s Volleyball at UC Davis,
7:30 p.m.

mation.

Student Theater through Nov. 21,
826-3566 for information.

Care

Friday 20

through Nov. 21, aadiiaing for infor-

Et Cetera
e “Reflections,” 8 p.m. in the

3 1
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NDS-THIShe WEEK:
Roadmasters

POSTAGE
MAILING SERVICES
PACKING
PACKING SUPPLIES

US

AUTHORIZED
SHIPPING
OUTLET

the copy center

Open 7 Days

A movie crew sets up a fictional town park in real-life
Boulder Creek, Calif., for the movie “Out on a Limb."

4975 Valley Went Bd. ¢ Aecata

e

101 to Guintoli Exit (next to McDonald's)
822-4861 ext. 283

822-8712
16th & G St. - Arcata
445-3334
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anjelo's

ita
Mi
6th &I*Arcata__—*$22-7602
(Formerly

Ang

i

a=

|

|

COUPON

1 2,3
Extra Large

e Lage
Estr
1- Topping

:

OFF

S

Pi

edi

eum
of Medi
32 OFF Any Larg
$1 OFF Any Small

Any Medium
2-Topping Pizza.

NY FTG bran n (acon

Michelanyelo's

$3 OFF Any

6th & H » Arcata
822-7602
EXPIRES 12/15/92

be

6th & He Arcata 822-7602

wor Comes. 12/15/92

NOT VALID ON DELIVERY

~a5¢ CHARGE TOGO-
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